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A common objective
Jacques Delors
President of the Commissionof the European Communities

The countries. of the European Community needed a. common
objective which could raise their sights above daily r,outine problems
and thereby concentrate their energies. It was for this reason that my
colleagues and I in the Commission proposed to the Heads of State
and Government. and to the European Parliament that we should
create a truely unified economic area in Europe by 1992.
This large market without frontiers, because of its size and
because of the possibilities that it offers for scientific, technical and
commèrcial cooperation, gives a unique opportunity to our i'ndustry
to improve its competitivity. It will also increase growth and
employment and contribute to a 'better balance in the world
èconomy.
'
It has a social as well as an economic dimension, and must lead to
a more unified Community. The twelve Member States have rightly
decided that it should be accompanied by policies that willl~ad to.
greater unity as weU as more prosperity. They have, therefore
strengthened Community technology policies and enlarged the
resources available for helping the long-term unemployed,. youth
unemployment and rural development; as weU as the backward
regIons of the Community and those facing major restructuring
problems.
This large market that we are creating is of direct concern to every
citizen of Europe. It is revolutionary, but it will be achieved bod}
because it is absolutely necessary and because it carries with it the.
goal of a united and strong Europe.

"
w
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Foreword
Lord ç ockfield
Vice President of the Commission of the
European Communities

.

:'

We are on the move. The programme for ,the Completion of the
Internal Market by 1992 is now well under way. The programme
will be completed, and it will be completed on time. That is the
objective set by the Single European Act and that is. the objective-we
must achieve.
No one now doubts -the importance of the 'taskor
the
opportunities it opens up.
It was an act of faith - confidence in the present and faith in the
future - that we - the Community - embarked on this task. Now,
with the publication of this major study under the skilled and
dedicated chairmanship of Mr Paolo Cecchini, we are able ifor the
first time to see the precise measure of what we are going to ~chieve. _
Now we have the hard evidence, the confirmation of what those who
are engaged in building Europe have always known: that ihf( failure
to achieve asing1e market has been costing European ihdustry
millions .in unnecessary costs. and lost opportunities; that the
cpmpletion of the Internal Market will provide the economic :context
for the regeneration of European industry in both goods and
services; and that it will give a permanent boost to the pros~erity of
tpe people of Europe and indeed of the world as a whole. I
The importance of this study, and of what it reveals and cQnfirms,
.
cannot be overestimated. Mr Cecchini and his team have lai4 before
"

us, in terms which will be clear to every citizen of Europe,
.

,the full

magnitude of what needs to be achieved in cutting out red tape, in
breaking down protectionism and removing blócks on cross-border
activities.
:-.But it does not just demonstrate the heavy cost of having 1'2

.

separate markets divided by frontier controls. More important by

far, it also demonstrates the immense opportunities for the future
which the completion of the internal market will open up:
"opportunities
for growth, for job creation, fqr economies of scale, for
;'f;.improved productivity and profitability, for healthier competition,
,,<[or .. professional and business-mobility, for stable prices and for
'.,
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consumer choi~e. In short a prospect of significant inftation~free

growth and millions of new jobs.

,

- No other approach to the challenge of Europe's economic future
could possibly promise so much. No single Member State on its own
could ever generate such a total transformation of its economic
performance and prospects. It is only by completing the single
Europea'n market of over 320 million people that we will make those
prospects a reality.
The people of Europe have a right to realise the immense potential
which is at present heId in check by our internal divisions. Those
whom they elect to govern them have a duty to unlock those fetters.
This report provides evidence of what is at stake, of what we all
stand to gain if they succeed and to lose if they fail. They must not
fail us. We must claim our right to the prosperity, the jobs and the
secure future for generations to come which this böok shows are ours
to create. The political courage and determination must be.
. forthcoming.
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Summary and conclusions:

High stakes for Europe: the 1992
challenge - the prize within the' grasp

,

challenge

,

This book profiles the European Community home market in the
1990s, the costs of its absence today, and the gains on offer for the
"

EC economy as a whole once the costs are converted into benefits.
-Benefits most obviously for consumers and for companies ,in the

"shapeof lower prices and lower costs - but benefits, also,
which are
.
stamped in social and political coinage.
:<:Thus, for the first time for nigh on two decades, the 1990s offer
outlook of a new springboard for economic policy management
major .reductions in chronic European unemployment after a
adjustment period. It is, we believe, a, substantial story
kabout ,a challenging prospect, whose implications spill ov~rEC
:'bôundaries into the global economy. But it has Europe at irs ,!centre

and its ',origin.

:

<:':J;'l1echallenge, that of creating by 1992 a single EChome tp!l!ket
yremoving the barriers between its twelve national compont;nts, is
rst,and. foremost a" challenge for Europeans. However, if they
'.rëspond,robustly, the continent's citizens, companies and g~)Vern,'mçnts"wiÜdomore than realise their collective economic potel1tialas
'Europeans. They will propè1Europeonto the blustery world si:~geof
,h(:1990s in a position of competitive strength and on an .upward
träjèctóry of economic growth lastil1ginto the next centuryjSuch

.additionalgrowth, following the progressive impact of EC market
integration, could, in the space of a few years, put between fOj.1rand
seyenpercentage points on the Community's domestic product. This
y~st~isnot
a tantalising chimera. On thè contrary, it is 'a firm
prospect.

i

'

.he research
:The outlook emerges from an unprecedented research programme,
Iallnched in 1986 by.EC Commission vice-president Lord Cockfield;
tspurpose was to prov~de a solid body of;sc!ëntifically-assembled
:evidence ~s a means. of ju~ing
the extent of the market
';fr!iginentatlon confrontmg European business and Community
xvii

r

'

Commission departments, is more. ftilly reflected. in the overall
economic report on The Economics of 1992 published in parallel with
this book (see Appendix 2).,
The project's .outstanding results would not have been possible
without the exceptional efforts of the coordinating team which
Fernand Braun, the Commission's director-general for industry and
internal market, pÙt at my disposal.
No praise is high enough for Michael Loy who, after'taking over
from Jacques Soenens as head of the team in early 1987, shouldered
an often nightmarish. task with a rare blend ofequariimity
and
success.
,
The same is true for Andrea Forti and Maria Brin,dlmayer whose
contribution included the challenging and exhausting task of
supervising and synthesising the research results in preparation for
the book. They also. undertook the vital but thankless duty of
ensuring effective liaison with the outside consultanCies engaged by
the Commission for the research project into the costs of non-

Europe.
Finally, acknowledgements. could not be comp1etè without
recognition of the supporting role ,played by Ursula Nieberding and
Isabelle Hariga in the project's administration.

San Feliu de Guixols
February 1988
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In the process,.,;tpe'-resè,ar()9,has)hrown,up a

policy-makers"alike.

vivid illustration' and rigorou~;:~na'ysi:;J,pf:f:~hË'tÇo~fsJimpose~ on
Europeans by the mosaic ofnön-tadff:batriers:~hic?':'~,30years;after
the Community's birth ~continue; to;~mocJ"Lthe~~tetm'common
.

market'.

The findings

of this rese~rch-jÄt.~"th;~;:t~9S,'ts(Jf;Jl()~~Europe',

are outlined in their essential det~ii)inÜh~li)agesof:this'book.
The research is unprecedented; (ofi y,àd9tl~~~~~SoIl,s:::':pr~t,fot.
the
sheer size of its scope, but also bedÜlse;;ofthe;p~ntelty:ofthe subJectmatter arid the methodologicaL diffictith~~:th~t:<wêré ehcountered in
making the analysis and calèulations bàs~d;()niEA.furt:h~rproblem
was the unevenness of the empirical data on, Europeani market
fragment,ation. Yet despite these'fragilitlesfthe'res\.ilts
that emerge
,
_

~;'f.'.-"..:

'.

tell

an

uninistakable

story.
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They estimate the size of the costs and thus a potential for gains
exceeding Ecu 200 billions.l This bask,: benefit; 'which could be
magnified by modestly positive econdriiicpolicies,isthe
reward for
removing the barriers t:irgetted bfthè'jl992: legislative programme
set out .in the EC's 1985White,;Paper:'Completing
,the Internal
Market.2 Thus when' EC politièar;:'i4ec'isi~jrls>arç-;:takenänd the
business community has fully adjusted'
to ,the 'new
competitive
j'I..
.
.
environment, gains of this order ohnagnitude would- be acquired
once and for all, meaning thatthe:Europea.neconomy
would be
lifted onto a higher plane' of overalL performanœ;'
The barriers -like
border cç,ntrolsaQd,customs
red-tape,
divergent standards and technicalregulatiöns,~onflicting
business
laws and protectionist procuremei1f' practice '-,-,'are well 'enough
known by name. But not until no}V;:hastheirimpact,
and that of
their removal, been charted and costed} Thes~ results, the product of
the extensive field-work and subseq~e~tanalysis,ar~outlined
in Part
I, tôgether with illustrations of the ,workingsofnón-Europe
in a
.
broad range of industries and serviCes. ,"
Likewise, the White Paper's legislative programme for removing
market barriers, reinforced since mid"1987 by~the ISingle European
Act, is also weH known. But what has not been estimated until now
is the value of the ultimate prize\vhich Conimunity governments
could, by enacting it in full, deliver to' Europe's citizens, its
.

,

;.'

.

'.,

,.

-

,

,

companies

-

and to themselves. Detailed estimates of these overall

gains, and the mechanisII).s by which they -are <to be realized, are
,made by two separate but comple~entary approaches '-respectively
a micro~economic and a macro-economicanalysis~and
are presented
,

in simplified form in Part

II.

,

,<'
"
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shock and the prospect
all the complexities,
the esse~tial
.

;:

mechanism'

is simple.

The

starting,pomt of the whole process of economic gain is the removal of
non-tariff barriers.
The release of these constraints will trigger a supply~side shock to
the C~mmunity economy as a whole. The name of the shock is
European market integration. Costs will comedown.
Prices will
follow as business, under the pressure of new rivals on previously
protected markets, is forced to develop fresh responses to a novel
and permanently changing situation. Ever-present competition will
ensure the completion of a self-sustaining virtuous circle. The
downward pressure on priees will in turn stimulate demand, givmg
companies the opportunity to increase output, to exploit resources
better and to scale them up for European, and global, competition.
However, the effect of the shock is to be gauged, not just m terms
of the market, and of the companies and consumers who buy and sell
there. Its waves will ripple out into the economy at large. By its very
size, the shock will have reverberations on general economic
management. Over time, creation of a European home market will
unbind the macro-economic constraints which have chronically
fettered the prospects of sustained growth in Europe for the best part
of twenty years.
Public deficits will be eased, under the dual impact of open public
procurement and the economy's regeneration. Inflation, traditiónaHy
growth's ugly sister, will be cooled down by the drop in prices
provoked by open markets. The jolt so imparted to Europe's
competitivity should ensure that growth is achieved without damage
to the Community's external trade position.
But, perhaps most important of all, is the medium-term impact of
market integration on employment. With its injection of inflationfree growth, coupled with a loosening of the constraints on public
exchequers in the Community's member states, the European home
market of the 1990s raises the prospect, for the first time since the
early 1970s, of very substantial job creation. The added financial
elbow-room given to governments should, in addition, enablé any
unevenness in the rewards distributed by market integratión to be
compensated.3
This medium-term prospect of substantial growth is not just a
boon for Europe. The world economy of the late 1980s and early
1990s, overshadowed by American deficits, a fickle, dollar and 'the
spectre of a US recession, needs to take confidence where it can. The
expectation may be that a dynamic European market, trading with
the world on a footing of revamped competitivity, will provide a
much-needed shot m the arm for other ,j'larkets
and economies in
~ .
less

buoyant

In return,

shape.,',

EC governm~nts

will have the right

to expect,
xix

appropriate responses from the Community's, economic partners
abroad, notably the US and Japan. If the fruits ,of the European
home market are to be shared internationally, there must also pe a
.

fair share-out of the burdens of global economic responsibility, with
market opening measures extended internationally on .a firm basis of
clear reciprocity.
The actors and the opportunity
The European home market will not materialize at the wave of a
wand. 1992 will not come by whispering words of mysterious
Eurospeak into a receding future, or the future will return the
compliment by staying conveniently out of reach. For business and
government; the two 'main actors, the road to market integration will
be paved with tough adjustments and the need for new strategies.
For business, removing protective barriers creates a permanent
opportunity, but signals a definitive end' to national soft options.
Cost reductions will be good news, but market opening means also
the permanent threat, actual or p6tential, of competition. This is also
good news for the company which is gearing up to capitalize on the
enlarged market's enhanced cjpportunities for innovation and
economies of scale. But profits' which derive from cashing in on
monopoly or protected positio~s will tend to be squeezed. The
situation will be one of constant; competitive renewal.
Managing change will mean cHanging management
or rather the'
focus of its business strategy. There is already widespread evidence
that this is happening, as companies
ahead of 1992,and often way
ahead of the politicians - are adjusting both their management goals
and busIness structures in readiness for new patterns of competition.
But opportunities must continue to be seized - merely to. neglect
them will create a threat. One thing is certain.' Firms from outside
the EC, who are already positioning themselves in Community
markets in anticipation of the White Paper programme's success,
will not miss opportunities overlooked by their'indigenous rivals.

-

-

.

Governments, already being watched closely,by business; will be

expected to give clear signs of their commitment'to the 1992 goal.
The credibility of the European market as an operational environment for business depends in the. first instance. on the legislator .
persuading companies'of.the seriousness of its intentions. There is
only one way of doing this. EC governments must enact the White
Paper programme fully and on schedule., In so doing, they will
release the costs, outlined in this book, which presently inhibit

Europe's market and economic expansion.

.'

.

This means il furth~r role for companies: Business cannot afford to
sit passively by, idly expecting
g~verninents to keep to
,
, long-term',
xx

legislative commitments, unaided. There is a -need of more active
political inv9lvement, in the sense of constructive input to policy,
orchestrated at Community level but targetted above all at the seats
of national political power.
But.governments must do more than achieve the .European home
market. They must maintain it - and, once again, give companies
tangible proof that they are committed to doing so.
No great insight is needed to see that maintaining market
integration will in turn pose the Community with some ineluctable
choices. The business .managers of the European market of the
1990s cann9t be indefinitely divorced from the political managers of
the Community economy.
Attempting to sustain this unserviceable dichotomy would be to
invite disaster. Market integrátion, for example, particularly in its
early stages, is likely to accentuate pressures on exchange rates and
thus the need for firm currency management and for a stronger
European monetary system. Without an institutional framework to
deal effectively with these and other problems inherent in the success
of the 1992 programme, the European home market will soon be put
in jeopardy. The tensions that will be created will not be susceptible
of management in an institutional vacuum. In short, for Europe to
meet its market challenge, it must also, sooner rather than later,
review the overall structure of its. economic organisation.

'itII'
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PART .1

EUROPE'S
FRAGMENTED
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1 The uncommon market:
.

'Integration' - 20 years on

Many will remember the Common Market.
. Not perhaps as a faCt, because despite much noteworthy effort and
several false dawns it has never really materialized. But as an.
ambition which, it was generally assumed, had been substantially
fulfilled by events like the removal of import tarÎffs between
European Community countries at the end of the 19608, and the..
programme for removing intra-EC technical barriers ilaunched in
..'
1969.
By the mid-1980s, the error of this assumption, which business
had experienced for some time, was beginning to dawn on the
Community's political leaders. 'Common Market' became a term
used with growing embarrassment and decreasing accuracy to..
describe the trading and market relationship between JEC member
countries. Events since then are well-known; In 1985 thb EC summit
endorsed the European Commission's White Paper on. C.ompleting the
internal market.4 This set out a detailed legislative programme. for
creating real home market conditions in Europe by 1992 via some
300 acts to remove non-tariff barriers. By early ï988, with a third of
.the journey to 1992 over, just tinder a quarter have b~eri adopted.
What remains is a daunting, uphill task given the iscale of the
problem. Because today's .common Market, just. toi give a few
i
random examples, is still one where:
.

.

.

.

customs-related costs put a charge on companies equal to a major
I
portion of their profits fromintra-EC trade; firms in effect paya
penalty dividend (around 25% of profits in many sectors) to
national border controllers for th~ privilege of going European;
industry in areas like motor manufacturing and telecommunications is losing billion~ of Ecus because of inefficiencies hpposed
by divergent product standards or protectionist procurement;
smaller companies are to a significant extent debarred from
transborder business activity by administrative costs and regulat.
ory hassles;
a bewildering array of price diffefënces faces consumers of
essential services: car~nsurance may. vàryby as much as 300%
between high and low price countries; tariffs for telephone
3.

.

1::

II

Ii
I'

.

services can vary 50% from one EC country to another; the range
of price differences for some key financial services can be even
greatèr;
the public authorities, year in year out, pay around Ecu 17 ,500m
more than they should in purchasing the goods and services they
need - because of protective procurement systems over which
they themselves preside.

This is just a smattering of the evidence, outlined in greater detail
in the following pages, as to the cost of the barriers which still
fragment the EC market - the 'costs of non-Europe'.

Barriers that have to go,

.

The basic finding, corroborating that of the White Paper, is that a
whole series of barriers will have to go if European companies,
consumers and governments are to be freed from these costs. and
enjoy a real European home market in the 1990s. They fall into three
broad types:

.
.
.

physical barriers- like intra-EC border stoppages, customs
controls and associated paperwork;

technicalbarriers-

for

example,

meeting

divergent

national

product standards, technical regulations and conflicting business
laws; entering nationally protected public procurement markets;
fiscal barriers - especially differing rates of VAT and excise
duties.

Getting an accurate feel fo;'Vvhich are. the worst barriers is
difficult, but business in the manufacturing sector has supplied its
own verdict. A survey specially commissioned for the research
involving 11,000 businessmen, showed that administrative and
customs barriers, coupled with divergent national standards and
regulations, are top of the aggravation list (see Table l.1. below).
.

.

Calculating the costs'of Europe's fragmented market
Of course, these barriers impact with greater or less severity
depending on the sector. Similarly, the costs linked to them vary
from one business to another. Thus, manufacturi~g companies, it
emerges, are typically worst hit by customs formalities, technical
regulations and disparate tax treatment. In areas like telecommunications, energy and transport, protectionist public procurement
policies. tend to sustain high p'rices and/or inefficient companies. The
service sectors appear worst hit by specific market regulations which
impede competition, for example, in insurance, banking and air and
truck. transport. Without necessarily intending to do so, these rules
4
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Table 1.1

Ranking of market barriers by business*

Total industry

K

DK

D

GR

E

F

IRL

I

L

NL

P

UK

EUR 12

1) National standards ,and
regulations
Government procurement
2,
3 '.Administrative barriers
4) Physical frontier delays
and ~osts
5) Differences in VAT
6) Regulations of freight>
transport
7) R~strictions in capital market
8), Community law

2

1

1

7

6

1

2

4

2

3

4

1

2-

6
1
3

8
2
3

8
2
4

8
1
3

8
1
2

7/8
2
4

'7
1
3

2
1
3

8
1
3

7
1
2

3
1
2

4
2
3

8
1
3

8
S

7
4/5

5/6
5/6

4/5
4/5

7
3

3
5

6
4

7
8

7
5

8
4

8
5

8
5

6/7
6/7

4
7

6
4/5

7
3

2
6

5
4

7/8
6

5
8

5
6

4
6

6
5

6
7

7
6

5
4

Ranks are based on the answers to the question: 'How impórtant do you consider this barrier to be removed?' Range of ranks: 1 (most important) to
8 (least important).

B = Belgium
DK = Denmark
D '" Germany
*

GR
E
F

= Greece
= Spain
'"

France

Source: Survey of t)J.eEC Commission (Nerb, forthcoming)

<:'

IRL = Ireland'
I
= Italy
L '" Luxemburg

NL = Netherlands
P ;, Portugal
UK = United Kingdom

restrict entry, to services' markets at least as severely as differing
technical specifications do for manufacturing firms, and often more
so.
A more detailed estimation of the costs of Europe's fragmented
markets is outlined in Chapters 2-7. Their source is the research set
out in the thirteen basic reports undertaken for the cost of nonEurope' research programme (see diagram below). They look
respectively at the costs of some major barriers which affect all
business and then at the specific cost impact on selected service and
manufacturing sectors.
Thus Chapters 2-5 examine consecutively the costs of
.

red tape and delays created by customs formalities

.

restrictive practices in public procurement

.
.

the maze of divergent product standards
conflicting business and tax regulations hindering transborder
.
business activity.

The last two chapters of Part I then look more specifically at the
costs of market fragmentation. Their impact on Europe's service
economy (financiàl, businèss and telecom services) is considered in
Chapter 6, while Chapter 7 probes the. cost of non-Europe for
selected manufacturing industries (telecom equipment, motor manufacturing, foodstuffs, building materials,
textiles and clothing, and
.

pharmaceuticals).

Taken together, these chapters sùmmarize the first coherent
attempt at a general insight into the malfunctionings of -the
Community market - or the workings of non-Europe. Inevitably, in
view of the magnitude and novelty of the task, the results of the
research are bounded with a degree of caution, but the composite
picture of unnecessary costs and lost opportunities is unmistakable.
It is put in overall perspective by the general economic estimates of
the benefits accruing to the European economy tobe found in Part
II. ,But already in Part I the picture is one of debilitating costs
which, if not crippling European businesses at home, ensure that
they step out to confront global competition with lead weights round
both feet.

6

EC market fragmentation:

the 13 reports

The costs of non-Europe

are analysed in l3reports*

,

dealing with:

- multi-sectoral barriers:
. Customs formalities, including delays imposed on road
.
haulage
. Public procurement procedures
. Technical regulations and product standards
. Impediments to cross-frontier business link-ups
- service sector:
. business services
. financial services
. telecom services

- manufacturing
.
.
.
.
.
.

sectors:

telecom equipment
automobiles
foodstuffs
building materials
textile and dotliing
pharmaceuticals

* References to research in the text refer to the above reports
except where specified.
<',
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Red-tape. and border-related controls bad for business, worst for small firms

The most obstructive barriers to cross-border trade, in the view of
business itself, are administrative formalities and the border controls
to which they are so often linked. This emerges clearly from the
business surveyS in which company executives pinpoint paperwork,
red tape and frontier checks as high on the list of obstacles
hampering the dispatch of goods to other Community markets. Not
all of these barriers are experienced at national borders, but it is to
them that they trace their roots, and it is they that epitomize best the
psychological as well as material reality of noli-Europe.
Business, of course, is not the only victim of border formalities.
Consumers very often have to dig deeper into their pockets for goods
produced across the border. And the individual traveller has his own
tale to tell,. often of experiences verging on the feudal. People
travelling as if they were in a real common market can be painfully
reminded of their false assumptions, and the Commission has had to
intervene in a series of cases where it appeared that arbitrary
penalties were meted out for petty documentary errors:
.
.

.

a lorry driver, given incorrect documents from a c\,lstoms agent
in Dover, was fined FF 60,000;
a German employee going on a course in the company's French
subsidiary had his personal computer confiscated and was fined
before the Commission intervened;
a tourist carrying personal goods decla.red as a gift was fined DR
300,000 at Greek customs.

But it is companies which appear to face the costliest problems.
These are quantified by the research on customs formalities which
was itself based on interviews with around 500 firms in six BC
countrie.s (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom). The essence of the story is quickly told (see
Table 2.1). BC-wide, firms pay around Ecu 8 billion in administrative
costs and delays occasioned by intra-EC customs procedures - or
getting on for 2% of these transborder sales. Moreover, the turnover
companies forego as a result is at least Ecu 4.5 billion and possibly as
8

Table 2.1

Administrative formalities and border controls - the bill
Costs

Ecu millions
7,500
415-830
4,500-15,000
500-1,000

administration
delays
businéss foregone
government spending.
controls

on intra-EC customs

.On 6-country basis: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,

UK.

high as Ecu 15 billion. Governments get off Il10re lightly, spending
some Ecu 500m-lOOOm oftaxpayers' money on the human resources
required to artificially restrict trade. This of course takes no account
of the profit taxes they forego on the company sales they have thus,
inhibited.
.
The direct costs to companies of intra-EC customs formalities
emerge from an empirical analysis, conducted in the research, of the
impact, of these procedures on transborder consignments made by
the firms surveyed. It was found that the average cost Of these form-'
filling checks - occasioned by VAT and excise payments, health and
veterinary

controls

etc. (see diagram

below)

-

was around

Ecu 67-86

per consignment at both its export and import phase: in other words,
a total of Ecu 153, or around 1.5% of the average to!lsignment's
value. When costs of delays are added to this, a figure nearer to 2%
is teached. For businessmen with single-digit profit. margins, its
removal might be viewed as a welcome source of increased flexibility.
The smaller you are the more yôu pay
Things are even worse for small or middle-sized companies - the
very type of firm on which the Community's political leaders have
lavished repeated words of encouragement in recent years. Customs
costs per consignment, according to the research findings, can be up
to 30% to 45% higher for companies'with under 250 employees than
for larger companies. Words of political support, while welcome, are
not as beneficial to these firms as action to abolish the 'cost of
customs administration.
Such action, including the introduction of simplified customs
. procedures,
has begun to be taken by the EC. Three measures were
implemented on 1 January 1988 whicl1', !)ver time, should make life
easier for companies engaged in trade aèrossEC borders, namely:

.

w
a harmonized system of commodity description and coding;
'
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Main reasons for border barriers
"

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

controls caused by differences in VAT and excise rates
application of adjustments to farm product prices
(monetary compensatory amount)
veterinary checks caused by divergent national health
standards
transport controls (licenses, compliance of vehicles with
national safety rules, etc.)
statistical formalities.
enforcement of bilateral trade quotas and other quantity
restrictions with non-EC countries for certain goods (eg.
textiles, cars)

the new Community tariff (T ARIC) applying to goods whose
description is harmonized in this way;
the single administrative document - a new trading form,
replacing an array of others, to be used for the export, import
and transit of goods over Community frontiers.

.

Larger enterprises, it seems, are adapting better to living with
cumbersome border formalities. This is borne out again by the
business survey. Big business, whieh accounts for the bulk of intraCommunity trade, has the size to make the management adjustments
to benefit from simplified procedures, enabling it to avoid the worst
inroads of border raids into corporate administration. But there's no
getting away from the basic fact. The smaller you are, the greater the
cost of customs-related paperwork, the more you pay - and the more
you stand to gain by moves to eliminate customs controls.

Geographical divides
The big/small divide isn't the only unevenness in the impact of the
cost of BC frontier checks. There are also some startling geographical
discrepancies, as shown by a sample of the results thrown up by the
research (see Table 2.2).
From the standpoint of the cost of border hassles, the niessage for
companies appears clear. The market of the Benelux countries - the.
Belgo-Luxembourg economic union and the Netherlands - is a good
.plate to do business. There the costs are lower than for trade
10
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Table 2.2

Average costs per consignment in intra-EG trade (EGU)
Imports

Country
Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
United Kingdom

,

Exports

26
92
,42
130
46
75

34
87
79
205
50
49

between Benelux countries and other EG cguntries, and than for
other EC countries between themselves. And trade between Italy and
other countries, according to these figures, is more costly than
between any other country and the rest of the Community.
At opposite extremes of the sample are respeCtively, Belgium and
Italy. In the former, apparently thanks to the simplified documentation
procedures within the Benelux customs union, there ,are markedly
lower customs clearance costs than the average. A spèèial plaudit
goes to the 'Benelux 50' document which 'effectively facilitates trade
between Benelux countries by providing all the necessary information
for VAT and customs statistics purposes.
By contrast, the costs of importing into Italy are, ai: Ecu 130 per
consignment, precisely five times higher than the estimated import
charge into Belgium. The high costs found in Italy do n;)t come as a
,

total surprise

-

certainly

I

not to anyone who has pondered

the value

of the control of the huge queues of trucks building back from the
Italian and Alpine frontiers. Theyhave been prefigured by business
representations made to the Commission complaining,jn particular,
at the existence of two customs administrations at Italian borders
effectively carrying out the same checks. The problems caused by
this double control are further compounded by uncertainties for
companies caused by Italian sanitary controls.
The worst situation appears to be the one suffered by a small or
medium-sized company in Italy seeking to develop markets elsewhere
in the çommunity: it is likely, because of the special problems facing
smaller business, to face an export deterrent even larger than 'the one
indicated in Table 2.2 Inversely, smaller firms elsewhere seeking to
develop the Italian market are not much better off.
Calculating, from the evidence in the report, the overall customsrelated administrative COStSborne by,Community business, a round
figure of Ecu 7.5 billion is reached. To this a further irritant must be
added. This is a net charge of àt least Ecu 41Sm and at most 830m
,
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ascribable to the physical delays at borders imposed on Europe's
road haulage business. This estimate, it should be emphasized, takes
no account of the cost of delays faced by inland water and rail
transport.
Transborder.road
transport: a long haul made longer
The problems facing international road haulage operators in Europe,
as a result of the fragmented Community market, are manifold,
among them: delays at frQntier posts and enforced empty truck
movements linked to restrictions like national permit quotas and
those on 'cabotage' (meaning collection and delivery limits on non,resident hauliers). In addition, beyond these econoniic costs are the
psychological stresses caused for drivers by unnecessary delays.
The Ecu 415m-830m spread in thé cost of delays facing hauliers at
.

customs posts reflects a number of factors. The upper limit
represents the total estimated costs of delay. But delay time is not
necessarily effective time lost, since it is assumed, for instance, that
hauliers plan to make compulsory driver rest times coincide with
delays at customs points. Allowing generously for this results in the
lower, Ecu 415m, figure for costs.
The impact of these delays on average haulier costs is difficult to
quantify. But illustrative of their dimension is the example reported
of the comparative e:Ji:perience of two 1200 km truck trips
one
within the UK and one from London to Milan. The first took 36
hours. The second (excluding time lost in the Channel crossing) took
58 hours. This examplé suggests that frontier delays between the
UK and Italy amount to a crude increase in transport costs as
between these two markets of over 50%.
This is not all. Beyond delay costs are those related to the permit

-

. and

cabotage restrictions which, from a regulatory standpoint, make

the road haulage sector one of the most illiberal in Europe. Putting
an authoritative number on these latter costs is also difficult.
However, what does emerge is the existence of much under-utilized
capacity in the form of part-loaded lorries, an important element of
which at least is attributable to commercial restrictions. With the
cost of such inefficiencies. often being passed on, it is the
Community's manufacturing industry that foots much of the bill for
the regulations in which the European transport sector has been
traditionally strait-jacketed.
American experience
The costs of a highly-regulated trucking sector - and the benefits of
removing them
are further underscored by experience in the US
which., until a recent reform, was also characterized by high

-
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tran$port rates often supported by restrictive practices at state-level.
By comparison with the EC, the American system now. provides
several competitive advantages to its industry, including:
.', no authorization for interstate trucking;
. differences in state taxation and regulations not so great as to
distort hauliers' operating costs anything like as much as in the
EC (see also diagram below).

.

Following the Motor Carrier Reform Act of 1980, which
essentially did away with the state-based restrictive practices, the

charge of transport inefficiencies on overall American economic
welfare appears to have been significantly reduced. Thebenefit from
transport deregulation is estimated in the regi9n of US$ 26 billion.

Road haulage liberalization in the US

.

The following benefits have appeared in recent years in the
more deregulated American states:
.
.
.
.

increased competition has lowered freight rates and
improved the level and choice of services;
hauliers have given new resources to marketing,
planning and innovf1tion;
the total number of carriers has increased, despite
bankruptcies affecting big and small alike;
smaller hauliers have survived, mainly by occupying
niche markets.

Lost market opportunities and turnover
Beyond the direct costs they impose on' companies, customs'
formalities' and delays also lead to business foregoing opportunities
which otherwise are there for the taking. This cost in lost intra-EC
trade, according to the research, is estimated at between Ecu 4.5
billion and Ecu 15 billion for business in the Community as a whole.
Unsurprisingly, it is smaller business which feels it suffers most from

lost sales potential.

'

A case in point concerns the mail order business. Because of the
administrative costs involved, companies which cannot immediately
achieve an Ecu 1 million cross-border turnover are in a no-go
situation, and even those who manage. this must quintuple sales

rapidly,if they are to kee£ on the b."sine;s. Most smaller companies
throw In the sponge wel1"'efore thlS.7

.
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The big spread in the above general estimate for Ibst trade
(representing between 1% and 3% of intra-Community trade of Ecu
500 billion) reflects the differing expectations of respectively the
importers and exporters surveyed.. Exporters expect gains three
times as great as importers from the removal of customs checks. This
seems to show considerably more enthusiasm from the export trade
for what, when it occurs, will of course be a balanced situation.
There are also big differences between the evaluations made by
small and big business about the lost sales potential attributable to
customs compliance procedures. For both Imports and exports,
smaller firms look forward to increases' the double of those foreseen
by their larger brethren. Thus,' of the companies surveyed who
responded expecting trade increases from the removal of border
controls, those with less than SO employees expected average
increases in exports of 26% and in imports of 22%, while the
expectations of those with more than 500 staff were for 10% export
and 8% import growth. (The final weighted overall figures are much
. smaller

since they take account of companies which forecast no

change in the present situation.)
The estimate of trade foregone because of customs barriers needs
to be put in a broader perspective. It is important to remember that
even the Ecu 15 billion figure (3% of intra-EC trade) is some way
below the overall trade gains which company executives expect from
the removal of all trade barriers (ie not just customs formalities).
These, according to the 11,000 executives replying to the general
business survey, amount to an average in the region of 5% of their
trading figure.
Public expenditure
European governments, who have it in their collective power to
pro~ote business by removing these barriers, also bear a share of the'
direct costs of the syst~m over which they preside. For even the
administration required to keep trade barriers in place has its cost to
the public purse. Government expenditure earmarked 'for this
purpose is estimated by the research at between a further Ecu 500m
and Ecu 1000m.
This estimate, based on an analysis of six EC countries (Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the UK), corresponds to
between 15,000 and 30,000 staff who are involved in the administration
of intra-EC customs and tax controls. The assessment takes account
of a variety of factors, eg the staff still required for national controls
and for non-EC international trade etc. The upper figure, of 30,000,
should be seen against the 75,000 currently employed in the national
customs administrations of the six countries surveyed. In other
14

words, the research does not posit the sudden miraculous disappearance in'1992 of all customs officials, but rather the realloclition
of those involved in formalities which are counterproductive to the
f~nctioning of a single European market thereafter.
Policy responses in the. White Paper
As regards the larger picture of trade costs, EC governments have
begun to take some. of the measures needed to reduce border checks.
The introduction on 1 January ]988 of the single administrative
document (Sad) and .other customs measures (see above p.9-1O) seeks
to curtail some of the demands of paperwork on EC cross-bordyr
traders.
Other measures recently taken by the Community include the
agreement, reached in principle in June 1986, to move towards the
phased liberalization of road haulage permits and a. quota-free
Europe in 1992. This decision, which is since provipg difficult to
implement, provides. for 40% annual increases in the. number of
Community-wide permits. By 1992 it should be clear whether the
positive impact of this move has been proportionately as great as that
apparently achieved by the process of American deregulation begun
in the early 1980s (see p.12-B).
The fuU programme for deregulating the cross-border movement
of goods is spelt out for governments in the White Paper's legislative
programme for 1992. The drag on company sal~s and profits
constituted by border controls would, for 'all practical .purposes, be
eliminated. if they adopted the various proposals in the White Paper
dealing with health and veterinary controls, VAIT' and. excise
harmonization, the removal of residual national quotas on items like
textiles and automobiles etc. - in short, if they eliminated all internal
borders. Equally, until governments grasp this nettle, businessmen
may continue to perceive transborder trade as much a sour.ceof
costs as an area of opportunity. Downstream of the businessman, the
consumer is arguably even worse off. For him, customs procedures
represent perhaps the most explicit and. symbolic of barriers
supporting non-competitive business practices for which, in the last
\.
analysis, he pays.

v
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Goverrimentprotectionism
in
procurement markets - a shot in the foot

.

Cross-frontier trade between private-sector business in the EC has,
despite the many residual obstacles, developed strongly in the 30
years since the Community's formation in 1958. Not so the public
sector, whose purchasing programmes:, in the vast majority of cases,
stop still at national borders.
Yet there can be no doubt about the importance to the EC
economy of public procurement, about the potential benefits to
competitive business and the consumer if it were more open, and the
costs currently incurred because it is not.
Take its size, for a start. In 1986 total purchasing controlled by
the public sector (central and local government, their agencies, and
enterprises with monopoly-type concessions) was worth Ecu 530
billion (larger incidentally than the ECU 500 billion for intra-EC trade).
This amounts to 15% of the Community's gross domestic product.
.Of course a hefty portion of the overall figure is earmarked for goods
and services which are inherently non-competitive, non-tradable or
are required in quantities too small to come within contractual
procedures. All the same, the residue for contractual procurement,
or public markets, is estimated at a sizeable Ecu 240-340 billion
(equal to between 7% and 10% of Gdp). But only a fraction of this
smaller total (an infinitessimal 0.14% of Gdp) is awarded to
companies from other EC countries.
There

are, of course,

some good reasons

for buying

locally

- eg.

lower transport and trading costs, more efficient after-sales service,
and quicker delivery. However, these should not be exaggerated nor
disguise tp.e built-in reluctance of purchasers to tender to nonnational suppliers.
The costs of almost hermetically-sealed procurement practices are

major and various. By not encouraging intra-EC competition -: if not

by deliberately rejecting it - the public sector pays more than it
should for the goods it needs and, in so doing, supports sub-optimal
enterprises in the Community.. Certain high technology areas of
telecoms, power generation, railways and defence are characterized
by dominant public buyers, very few suppliers and little intra-EC
trade. Market fragmentation makes European industry in these areas
16
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less cpmpetitive in world markets than it otherwise might be and
has to be to survive with Japan and the USA in the global markets of
the 1990s. Protectionist support, often portrayed as a shot in the
arm. for industry, is in fact a striking example of governments
shooting themselves, and' their competitive ideals, in the foot.
Indeed, the European public sector shows substantially the opposite
behaviour, in the conduct of its own business affairs, to that which"
its leaders in government are repeatedly urging companies to adopt
in the economy at large.
Three major areas for cost savings
In money terms, the potential public expenditure savings gained by
removing these inefficiencies are, according to Jl1e research in this
area, estimated in a spread of Ecu 8-19 billion for the five countries
surveyed (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and the UIjC. in 1984).
These savings stem from the realization of three beneficial effects
which will occur, according to the report, consecutively:
. the 'static trade effect' - meaning public authorities buying from
the cheapest (ie foreign) suppliers (Ecu 3-8 billion); I
. the 'competition effect', leading to downward pressure on prices
charged by domestic firms in previously closed sectors, as they
strive to compete with foreign companies éntering the market
(Ecu 1-3 billion);
. the 'restructuring effect', or the longer-run effect of economies of
scale, occurring as industry reorganizes under the ptessure of
new competitive conditions (Ecu 4-8 billion). This saving is
concenttated in certain high tech sectors like computers,
telecoms, aerospace.
But this is not the limit of potential benefits. Further . items, but
which are impossible to quantify, include:
. savings for private sector buyers who pay less for goods
(eg. office equipment, building materials) whose prices have
been reduced by the break-up of restrictive trade practices in the
public sector;
. the dynamic effects of greater \competition on innovation,
investment and growth.
Adjusting the figures upwards for the twelve EC countries', and
averaging out the spread, total sayings estimated at around Ecu 17.5
billion (or 0.5% of 1986 Community Gdp) would result from open
public procurement Community-wide.
In addition, if defence
procurement is included (an area no£ s:"Overed by the research
programme) separate esti~tes8 suggest that gains of another Ecu 4
billion could be achieved By market opening in this sector. On this
17
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basis, the total cost of non-Europe in public procurement would
amount to Ecu 21.5 billion.
Parts of the story behind these figures are illustrated later in this
chapter by reference to sectors like telecoms, power turbines and
data-processing. Suffice it to recall here the key conclusion reached,
namely that around half of the. estimated potential savings are
concentrated in these sectors, and. that, as the report puts it: 'unless
restrictions on public purchasing are swept away, far from strategic
industries being protected, whole areas of industry which have high
multiplier effects on other sectors of manufacturing could cease to be
viable' .
Legislation no match for protectionist bureaucracies
In public procurement, the divide between economic reality and
political appearances is so deep as to be almost hallucinatory. On the
one hand, as shown above, there is the huge implicit cost of minimal
import penetration caused by national procurement protection. On
the other, there is EC legislation, enacted in the 1970s, apparently
enforcing op~n award procedures for procurement.
The false
optimism created by Community directives on public works (1971)
and public supply contracts (1977) is further indulged by the
facile assurances of the authorities themselves. 'Public purchasing
authorities', say the authors of the research repoft, 'generally deny
that overt nationalistic purchasing policies exist'.
Several factors explain the gap between liberal appearance
and protectionist reality. First, Community legislation on public
purchasing has so far excluded sectors characterized by nationalistic
procurement for strategic reasons
and where there are in some
cases large specialist contracts of interest for foreign suppliers. These
sectors are:

-

. energy
. transport
.

telecommunications

. watersupply
However, the problem runs !;Iluch deeper than this. Sectoral
exceptions are one thing, but more alarming is that ECrules on
awarding procedures have had very little effect in the areas of
procurement actually within their scope. The stark fact is that the
Community legislator has up to now proved no match for national
and local purchasing bureaucracies.
Legislation on procurement has not had much direct effect on
trade because, among other reasons: .
18
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. ,there are too many ways to evade the rules or influence the
choice of supplier during the evaluation of bids;
. other barriers to trade (like divergent national standards) still
exist and, these lead to price differences, distorting competitive
bidding;
. in many countries, purchasing is significantly decentralized,
making EC transparency rules hard to enforce.
Reàsons for protection
Avoidance of competition of course has its rationale. Public
procurement is typically used by EC member states, to support
national and regional firms and industries either:
for strategic reasons (eg. defence, telecoms,"aerospa'ce)
to support employment in declining industries
to compensate local communities near environmentally damaging'
public industries,(eg. coal mining, nuclear fuels)
to support emerging high tech industries (eg. ,new telecom

systems, lasers)
or for more general political reasons (eg. highly vjsible goods like
cars, tableware).
Injecting competition into public procure11Jent- new EC proposals
Faced with the absence of competition and the limited success of
Community legislation so far, the ECCommission
has moved to
implement the White Paper by proposing to:
.
.
.

close down the loopholes in existing EC rules for 'public works
'and supply markets, thus easing market entry by non-nationals
provide companies with legal redress to assert their rights under
EC rules, and to ensure awarding authorities comply with them
extend open awards procedures to currently excluded markets .:...
energy,

transport,

telecommunications

and water supply

-

and

subsequently to bring the service sector within their ambit.
Potential price savings for specific products
In order to assess the potential price ~avings which would result from
open competition, researchers made a series of calculations, based on
tested assumptions, relating to a range of specific products in ,the five
countries surveyed (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and the UK).
A sample of the savings to, be derived from the combined impact of
static and competitive effects (p.17) ,includes:
Pharmaceuticals: 52% price saving in o6ermany; 40% in the UK
Office machinery and instrumentation: 12% saving in France, 27% in

Italy

"
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Telephone switching: 60% saving (Belgium); 40% (France); 70%
(Germany); 50% (Italy, the UK)
Telephones: 20% saving (Belgium); 43% (France); 39% (Germany)
Electrical equipment (weighted average): 17% saving (Belgium); 14%
(France); 15% (Germany); 14% (Italy); 7% (UK)
Motor vehicles (weighted average): 13% (France); 4% (Germany); 10%
(Italy); 9% (UK).
Coal: a 50% price saving in Germany; 25% in the UK
The prke savings indicated above provide a broad indication of
the extent to which, in the countries concerned, products are
overpriced due to protection from competition. Other items for
which the report identifies substantial gains (25%-50%) as a result of
procurement liberalization in high price countries include X-ray
machines (France, Germany, Italy), uniforms (Belgium, France,
Italy) and filing cabinets (Germany). The report also finds that for
several products there are no apparent potential savings at all (eg.
fluorescent tubes, school desks, cement and cardiac. monitors).
Particular impact of restrictions on strategic sectors
The negative consequence of closed and protective procurement is
that in certain key high tech supply sectors (capital equipment for
defence, power generation, telecoms and railways) where public
authorities are the. major purchasers, a symbiotic relationship has
gradually built up between suppliers and buyers. This economic
incest. is a breeding ground for commercial deformities and deviant.
competitive behaviour. Among the barriers and distortions to intraEC trade which such a relationship either encourages or tolerates,
and whose elimination will be needed effectively to open up public
procurement, are:
.

widely differing national or exclusive user standards;

.

government subsidi~s;

.
.

R&D efforts duplicated, dispersed and sub-optimal;
maintenance of companies with little incentive to invest in new
technologies to confront competition from non-EC firms; with
shortsighted marketing and production strategies unable to rival
the Europe-wide strategies of US and Japanese competitors; with
insufficient specialization and economies of scale.

Given this, it is no surprise that in most of the key industrial
sectors the largest world firms are generally US or Japanese. They
are not just more competitive than Europeans on world markets, but
are better organized to compete for EC-wide markets. The fact that
the Community has more companies does not do it much good. It
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add~ nothing to the degree of competition in Community countries,
because the protectiveness of European national markets merely
sustains their sub-optimal performance.
Economies of scale - gearing up for global rivalry
At present in many key sectors, companies are operating without the
specialization and size necessary to compete globally. An important
contributory cause of this is the. protection afforded by dosed
procurement.
The research looks at the gains in product costs and customer
prices which would result in selected sectors from economies of scale
triggered by more open competition. Sectors anaiysed in case studies.
conducted by the research include those which, together with some
of their main characteristics,. are outlined in the following table.
Generally speaking these industries suffer excess capacity, except
telephones and mainframe computers. There is also virtually nil
intra-EC trade, except fOf mainframe computers (màinly due to
IBM, according to the report) and public switching equipment .

(mainly due to trade between local European subsidiaries).
Table 3.1
Product

Boilers
Turbine
Generators
Locomotives
Mainframe
computers
Public
Switching
Telephones

Main characteristics of some key markets
Approx

Significance

of

EC market

Estimated
capacity

m EÇUs

utilization

'2,000

20%

negl

2,000
100

60%
50o/~0%

negl
neg!

10,000

80%

medium to great

7,000
5,000

approx 70%
90%.

medium
negl

intra-EC

trade

There follows in very àbbreviated form the developments which
the report expects for these sectors in a Europe-wide competitive
environment, including the price advantages resulting from economies
of scale in the short and longer-run.

.

Boilers
.
,
There is no trade between EC producing countries, and ,there is
massive overcapacity. In~reased competition in the Community's
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internal market would lead to some loss in boilermaking
reducing" the number of firms from 15 (in the five
surveyed). to around four. Unit prices and costs would fall
20%. Changes in national competition policy' would be
well as opening up procurement.

capacity,
countries
by around
needed as

Turbine generators
There is little trade; and also some overcapacity. Italy and the UK
are beginning new power station building programmes, so French
and German firms would be able to enter these markets. This is
likely to lead to mergers and acquisitions and rationalization of
production, reducing unit
costs by
.
. an estimated 12%, without major

closures.

Electric locomotives
Merger and collaboration agreements are just beginning to occur in a
sector traditionally characterized by negligible trade. Purchasing is
opening up, but its impact on intra-EC trade will only slowly follow.
Over a period of decades, the number of main manufacturers is
likely to reduce from 16 to about three or four. Unit costs would fall
by around 13%. Pressure for these changes already exists because of
changing technology, but they cannot occur without changes in
public purchasing policy.
Mainframe computers
Unlike the three above sectors, this is already a highly competitive
industry, even if it is largely characterized by indigenous producers
competing against IBM in each national market. Some continued
rationalization of the industry is likely, .leading to minor savings in
R&D and marketing, probably worth around 5% of costs. Europe,
however, now has fewer manufacturers (5 including IBM) than the
USA (9 firms).
Public exchange switching equipment
.

There are seven different digital switching systems being installed in
EC countries, five of which were developed by EC firms with the
protection of national purchasing policies and R&D funding. In
1987, the price per line was reported as ranging in the EC between
$225 and $500, compared to around $100 in the US. With open
tendering the European price would probably fall to aroùnd $150.
Industry has been restructuring rapidly recently to compete for
national market shares, notably by the emergence of AIcatel as a
major pan-European firm. With completely open markets there
would probably be only two firms in the EC in the longer-run.
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Telephones
There are many manufacturers of telephones and significant import~
into deregulated. markets. (in particular the UK).. There are
sllbstantial price differences, mainly reflecting the high specifications
for telephones into regulated markets and less sophisticated products
in free markets. Free competition would drive out expensive
products and high cost producers, bringing prices down by 30-40%
in France and Germany.

'.

w
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4

Divergences in technical regulations
and standards - costs difficult to
quantify but impossible to ignore

Rated by companies themselves as one of most acute proble~s they
face in their European operations (see Table 1.1), disparities between
national technical regulations and standards are a complex and, to
the outside observer, an arcane subject. Yet their adverse impact on
industry seeking to exploit the full dimension of the EC market, a
priority matter for the Community policy-maker as for the
businessman, is now widely accepted.
It is not difficult to see why. In an increasing number of sectors,
firms will be obliged to survive by selling in quantities much larger
than are likely to be absorbed by their share of a single, narrow
national market. To compete, they need to produce on a larger scale..
To amortize this investment in new plant, and also their spiralling
expenditure on research and innovation, they need the larger,
.

European market.

National product regulations and standards, however, impose an
entirely contrary logic. They tend, by their differences, to force
companies to do. what their business strategy tells them is wrong:
produce for the national market, innovate for the national market.
Manufacturers are thus often constrained either to limit themselves
to a sub-optimal market, or to attack new markets via a range of suboptimal plants and narrowly relevant technology. Either option
implies extensive costs - the costs of non-Europe.
Adverse effects are thus not limited to restrictions on cross-border
trade. They impact on the core functions of business - production
and technology. And the costs they incur are often compounded by
their use in corribination with other obstacles to market entry,
notably restrictive public procurement, eg. telecommunications
equipment (Chapter 7). Among the worst affected by these and
related barriers are high tech sectors which are precisely those where
market fragmentation has a proven track record in putting Europe at
a competitive disadvantage with the US and Japan.
Barriers in this field result from differences between EC countries
for three types of arrangement: technical regulations, standards,
testing and certification procedures.
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Teôhnicalregulations lay down legal requirements, enacted by. the
national legislator mainly in the interests of health, safety and the
environment; often these requirements refer to standards.
Standards are not legally binding in themselves, since they are
written by private national standardisation bodies like DIN (in
Germany), BSI (in Britain) and AFNOR (in France). However,
although'standards are only voluntary codifications for products and
product processes, they often assume a quasi-legal status because of:
their use as a reference in technical regulations and, for example, In
insurance and product liability claims, as well as in calls for tender
for public procurement.
Testing and certificationprocedures are used to check that a product or
process complies either with voluntary standards or with statutory
regulations. If successfully passed, they result in the issuance of
certificates of conformity. However, a typical problem is nonrecognition by oneEC country of another's certification process,
meaning at best additional testing and at worst an absolute market
entry barrier.

Costs: multi-sector impact
The costs (see diagram below) imposed by these: barriers hit
manufacturing industries right across the board. But tl}(;y do so ina
manner which is so sector-specific and which, even then, 1s often
inextricably combined with the impact of other barriers, as to make a
quantified extrapolation at the general level impossible!to undertake;
But on an individual industry basis, the story is clear. It is illustrated
by the investigations carried out by the research iI).tocertain selected
industries (see Chapter 7). Their results are in turn corroborated and
amplified by company executives themselves in the general survey of
manufacturing business conducted for the research.9
Telecom equipment, automobiles, foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals and
the building products sector are, as shown in Chapter 7, five major
BC industries where standards and technical regulations, alone or in
combination with other obstacles, inject heavy doses of inefficiency
into business operations.
This is most spectacularly the case in the telecom sector. Here the
industry's regulators ,- usually the national PTTs - have traditionally
sustained their restrictive. procurem~nt practices by demanding
observance
of narrowly
relevant~standards
reinforced
by
discriminating certificatij,m procedures. The overall cost of these
mutually supportive barriers is estimated as high as Ecu 4.8 billion.
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- resulting

A typology
from

of costs

divergent standards and regulations

For companies

.

.
.

duplicationof product development
loss of potential economies of manufacturing scale
competitive weakness on world markets and vulnerability
on European markets as companies operate from a narrow
national base

For public authorities

.
.

duplicaton of certification and testing costs
not getting value for money in public purchasing, whose
non-competitive nature is often reinforced by national
standards and certification

For consumers
. direct costs borne by companies and governments means
higher prices
. direct and larger losses due to industry's competitive
weakness and inefficient structure

The experience of telecom equipment, moreover, is to an extent
indicative of the massive losses imposed by divergent standards on
other high technology sectors, wh~re burgeoning R&D expenditure
can only be recouped by manufacturing products to widely.
marketable standards.
At the other end of industry's product range, foodstuffs and
building products have their own experiences .to tell. Thus of the
total estimated costs of up to Ecu 1 billion attributable to market
barriers in the foodstuffs sector, content and ingredient regulations
on just four items (chocolates, beer, ice-cream and pasta) contribute
over 80% (see Chart 7.1). In the building products sector, research
shows unequivocally
that divergent standards
and lengthy
certification (whose procedures can last years rather. than months) are
the primary causes of non-Europe costs estimated in total at around
Ecu 2.5 billion. Pharmaceutical companies, meanwhile, face serious
problems and significant costs in getting new products authorized
and admitted to the market.
Motor manufacturing enjoys a paradoxical but costly situation. It
is both the sector where the removal of technical barriers is judged as
most necessary by business itself (see Table 1.1) and yet the one
where the Community has had most apparent success in harmonizing
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technical regulations. As many as 41 EC harmonization directives,
dealing with specifications for various parts of the automobile, have
been adopted over the years. But the key problem is that there
remain three further directives which need to be adopted before full
EC type approval can be achieved. In the absence of Community
type approval (which is being held up on political rather than
technical grounds), and thus of a European certification procedure,
,EC-wide manufacturers are generally being forced into costly
duplications.

.

.

Product development in the allto sector
- the supplementary EG 'Bill
Npless than Ecu 286m is estimated as the extra bill
imposed by divergent European specifications etc. on the
product development costs of a volume passenger car,
according to a recent study*;
Included in this is the cost of meeting differing requirements for engineering, production, product planning, typeapproval, certification etc.

*A rèport by the Motor Industry Research Unit Ltd

'

commissioned by Ford of Europe

.".

The businessmen's verdict
The business survey commissioned for the 'non-Europe' research
programme bears out and supplements these sectoral findings. It
elicited answers from 11,000 business respondents throughout the
EC who were asked how important they considered the removal of
technical trade barriers to be for their company. After weighting the
responses, the results of the survey, shown abridged in tabular form
below, indicate the gravity with which technical regulations and
standards are considered to impact on various manufacturing sectors.
Table 4.1

Rank (top ten) in descending order of importance of, technical
trade barrierslO

1. Motor vehicles
2. Electrical engineering
3. Mechanical engineering
4. Pharmaceuticals (and some
,
chemicals)
5. Non-metallic mineral pr1'rducts

6.
7.
8.,
~,

Other transport equipment
Food and tobacco
Leather
'precision & medical
equipment
10. Metal articles
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The survey shows that investment goods are viewed as suffering
more than consumer products from divergent technical trade
barriers. The table's hierarchy also reinforces some of the principal
conclusions of the sectoral research. The electrical engineering
sector, for example, suffers directly from the differing standards
affecting telecom equipment and other high technology areas:
An outstanding example of the impact on investment goods of
differing regulations, particularly regarding safety, is the mechanical
engineering industry. A proposal made py the Commission in 1987
seeks to harmonize the safety and other essential requirements which
affect many companies in the engineering machinery market, whose
total annual turnover is estimated at around Ecu 200 billion.
New policy responses
The problems created, for manufacturing industry by divergent
technical regulations and standards pose a special challenge for the

European Community. A feel for its scope was provided back in

'

198311. by the estimate of some 100,000 different specifications
operating across industry. But the challenge has intensified as new
regulatory and standardization initiatives have multiplied. This has
essentially been in response to two pressures - adapting to technical
progress, and to increased concern for health, safety' and the
environment.
To meet this challenge, the EC has developed in recent years a
new, three-pronged approach whose interlocking components,
described below, are expressed by the following key terms:

.
.
.

mutual recognition
selectiveharmonization
mutual informationprocedures

Mutual

recognition

The aim here is to ensure that business avails itself of its basic right
to trade within the Community. The objectiv~ has been supported
by a series of seminal judgments by the ,Court of Justice, which has
emphasized that Community law does not merely prohibit barriers to
intr,a-EC trade, but positively requires the mutual acceptance of the
goods of one member country by another. Jn other words, the
presumption is that goods lawfully produced or marketed in one
member state should in principle have access to all member states.
Instrumental in re-affirming this was the Court's 1979 ruling in the
Cassis de Dijon case,12 followed by a series of subsequent
judgments, possibly the most celebrated of which was the rulingin
1987 on the German beer purity law (see Chapter 7, foodstuffs). The
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.

significance of this jurisprudence in legislative terms is to reduce the
scope and detail of harmonization required at the European level.
However, mutual recognition is not enough by itself to solve the
problem posed by technical trade barriers. This is because, in the
absence of Community legislation, member states may still (on the
basis of Rome Treaty Article 36) restrict trade in goods which do not
respect their particular 'essential requirements' - including thosé'
for health, safety and environmental protection. As a result,
expo'rters may be unable to trade -a given product across intra-EC
frontiers - either because they have failed to meet genuine essential
requirements, or because they are being unlawfully obstructed by,
the use of essential requirements as' a covert pretext to stop
competitive entries to the national market. The-latter case may give
rise to litigation. But the former can only be solved by legislation.
Selective harmonization
Here the aim is to replace where necessary differing member state'
regulations on the essential requirements discussed above with
harmonized Community iegislation. This is one of the central thrusts
of the new approach to harmonization which the EC has followed
since 1985. It involves dispensing, by and large, with the ~raditional
attempts at meticulously detailed harmoniZation" which were
difficult to agree and often technically obsolete by the time their

adoption was finally achieved.

~

Besides limiting the EC's legislative effort to harmonizing essential
requiréments, this new approach gives greater leeway to industry for
choosing how it satisfies them. However, a simple and direct way of
compliance is to meet the European standards now being set by the
European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) and the European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation (CENELEC). These
bodies are mandated by the EC authorities, once essential
requirements have been harmonized, to develop common industrial
standards applicable throughout Europe. Thus the detail of
industrial specification is left for industry,
acting through these
\
channels,
to determine.
Acting in conjunction
with the
standardization process, the EC legislator limits himself to meeting

the legal minimum.

.

This policy, as yet in its early days, is already beginning to bite. A
first EC directive using the new approach was adopted in 1987 (on
pressure vessels), and progress on proppsals for building products,
toys and industrial machinery has' fo.flowed. Meanwhile, the
important standards-settÏijg
rol~now
assigned to CEN and
CENELEC should alleviate the dead,weight presence of national
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standards in pivotal- high technology areas like.- telecommunications
and data-processing.
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Mutual infonnation procedures
Since its adoption in 1983, a Community directive has obliged
member states to notify new regulations and standards to theCommission in advance of their enactment. This gives the
Commission the power
so far used 30 times in response to 450
notifications - to freeze introduction of new national regulations for
up to a year if it deci,cies that a Community initiative should be
undertaken. The assumption behind this initiative is that regulatory
diversity in Europe can be accepted provided it does not trigger new
, barriers to intracCommunity trade.

-
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5 Blocks to transborder business activity Europe's no place like home

A real home market is not just a place where companies trade without
hindrance, but also one where they can operate in a cohesive regulatory
environment. It is a market where the laws co~trollini firms and the
incentives encouraging their activity are not só out of line as to make
its unity a polite diplomatic fiction rather than hard economic fact
one where the rules of the game, if not the same, are not so different
as to add major costs to doing busin~ss on a Europe-wide basis.
The costs facing companies linked across nation,al boundaries
within the EC, the subject of the report on transborder business
activity, provide plenty of evidence of this type of obstacle facing
European transnational firms. The report was based on an exténsive survey of companies in France, Germany, Italy and:.the UK, with
subsidiaries or parents in most EC countries. The obstacles
highlighted by company executives interviewed included differing
tax and accounting standards, divergent product no~ms and social
security laws. These problems were analysed exclusivtly from the
standpoint of the costs that transborder links like joiht
. ventures or
subsidiaries incurred as a result.

.

Costs of regulatory diversity estimated in billions
.
The research estimates that the charge of Europe's regulatory
diversity on existing transborder operations, while difficult to
quantify in detail, runs into tens of billions of Ecu. These costs are
further compounded by the innumerable. cases of Europe-wide
business rationalization which are not even attempted~ecause of the
costs involved. The sectors surveyed in interviews with compánies
were in the main automobiles, machinery, textiles,' telecoms and
pharmaceuticals. The last two appear to suffer most from the cost of
inefficiencies induced by regulatory obstacles. Automobiles. is
another industry for which non-Europe is a major cost factor.
Inter-company link-ups and corporate expansion are an expensive
business, of course, even in a home market. Costs are front-loaded
and benefits are, by and large, for the longer-term. But to the
deadweight costs inhereflt in any business cooperation are added, at
the European level, a regulatory diversity so complex that, with
~l

ft
~~:
limited exceptions, only larger companies, can manage the more
integrated forms of cross-frontier links. Thus transborder operations
involving smaller companies are normally limited to marketing.
Otherwise smaller business is in the main excluded from the
European game. Costs make many of the more ambitious forms of
cooperation almost the chasse gardée of big businesses. And even they
pay for it. Among others, in the five following ways:
1 Accounting costs and 'fiscal suspicion'
The extra administrative burden imposed by different auditing and
fiscal systems was estimated by the report at between 10%-30% of
the costs of the company departments involved.
High on the list of problems faced by integrated European
multinationals are differing accountingstàndards.
These lead to the
considerable administrative costs of standardizing the accounts (or
'translating' them) for ~he purposes of central. management control.
Indeed, most large companies have to produce three sets of figures:
those conforming to the national requirements of the parent
company (including the consolidated or 'translated'
accounts
of subsidiaries); national accounts for each subsidiary; and a
standardized system specific to the company Used by all of its units
for the purposes of internal control. Add to this the different
reporting dates and perioqs in different EC countries, and the effort
required to avoid total confusion, let alone manage the company, can
easily ~e imàgined.
,
For all that, the tax problem is, much more serious. Europe-wide
companies are forced systematically to make costly adjustments to
allay what is termed the 'fiscal suspicion' of competing 'national tax
authorities. Such suspicion tends to view the daily excharige of
goods, assets and know-how between affiliated companies located in
different countries almost exclusively as an opportunity for tax
evasion. This ,assumption on the part of the national tàx collector,
whether Or not justified, in turn generates considerable administrative
costs for companies - to say nothing of the limits that it imposes on
company flexibility. That's to say, the freedom of the company to act
as a single operation and not simply an aggregation of nationally
distinct units.
These 'beggar-thy-neighbour'attempts
made by national tax
authorities to maximise their share of a European company's tax
liability have grave consequences. In addition to their extravagant
demands on corporate adniinistration,' they influence other key
company decisions, including those on locating group management,
production and R&D.
For example, the suspicion that transfer prices are being used to I
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export profits from one tax jurisdiction to another makes' it often
difficult, according to the companies interviewed, for èentral R&D
expenditure to be actually charged to subsidiaries. Indeed, they
claimed that it was in fact easier for an independent firm to export
items like softwarè at its fair value than for affiliated companies to do
so between themselves. There are more general problems too. Many
companies cited the impossibility of reducing tax' liability by off~
setting los'ses in one branch with profits in another as very costly to

their operations.

--

Transfer pricing policies practised in EC countries are, moreover,
inconsistent - so inconsistent that, according to one respondent, a,
company had to be in an illegal situation somewhere. In fact 'Europe
would grind to halt if national legislation were fully applied'.

a

2 Discriminatory impact of national industrial policies
The discretionary application of national policy and regulations in
areas like procurement, investment and R&D is a further cost biIled
to transborder operations.
The picture is varied, depending on the country. A country like
Italy, for example, whieh is seeking to build up from scratch a
national strategie potential in the telecom sector, may practise
outright discrimination against foreign-owned subsidiaries. National
R&D programmes, as in the, case of consumer, electronics in
Germany, may be discontinued altogether if a whole sector passes
into foreign hands. Authorities in countries with inward .i.nvestment
contçols, like Spain, may link the take-over of attractive companies
by foreign' capital to the buying out of a national lame duck.
Local content is a common performance requirement for foreign
investors seeking national procurement awards. Extreme examples of
this are provided by the pharmaceutical sector. Companies surveyed
in the research, for instance, claim that in Belgium the authorities
'rewarded' local production with higher prices. In Britain, it was
suggested (by non-British companies), price controls are related to
total investment, including R&D. This led European companies to
'overinvest' in British R&D activities: with 4% of the world
pharmaceuticals market, the United Kingdom accounted for 10% of
world research.
3 Product specifications
Divergent national product standards, in addition to their more
general costs on the European economy' (see Chapter 4), also have a
specific impact on integrated busin-es&' planning in Europe. A
number of firms devote a;p excessive share of their R&D budgets to
the adjustment of their technology to different national settings.
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Apart' from anything else, this practice obviously reduces the
economies of scale for R&D' which would otherwise accrue to
integrated European companies in a truly integrated European
market. Obstacles of this sort are particularly harsh in sectors liKe
telecommunications and mass-produ,ced electronic components.
As a general rule, the problems encountered here mean substantial.
extra costs to European multinationals and often discourage them
from increasing the level of internal integration. Paradoxically, for
smaller business, the problems caused by differing product standards
push them in a different direction and encourage them to seek
production partners in other EC countries to adapt their product to
local standards, get type-approval etc.
4 Trade obstacles
Border delays and uncertainties are 'causing increasing problems to
the trade in components between the different entities of European
transnational companies. Indeed' the transborder activity of such
. firms, with their tight logistics planning, is hampered by border
controls even more than arms-length trade (for latter see Chapter 2).
A further problem is the intra~EC applications of strategic export
controls drawn up by CO COM (the Coordinating Committee of
NA TO countries plus Japan controlling strategic exports). The
COCOM' cOl1trols mean hold-ups at the border, difficulties in
. carrying

out speedy repairs (because spare-parts may be on the

COCOM lists), not to speak of differences between national
COCOM lists which cause uneven application and further problems
at intra-EC frontiers. The problem of export controls was mentioned'
repeatedly by firms in the electronics and advanced engineering
sectors, maybe indicating an area of future EC action in foreign trade
policy.
5 Employment regulation
The social costs involved in the transfer of managerial and technical
personnel between affiliated companies is a further problem for
transborder business in the EC. The degree of 'portability' of social
security benefits, notably pension schemes, is limited because they
are tailored to national tax systems and/or related to public insurance
schemes. In practice the firm must pay twice, raising salary costs for
expatriates by 10%-15%.
Differing impact on different sectors
The aggregate costs borne by transborder business link-ups, as a
result of inefficiencies caused by these regulatory burdens, are not
spread evenly between sectors. Sectors combining high levels of both
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tectlnology and regulation emerge as worst off. Mature industries
like automobiles and consumer electronics fare somewhat better but
their integrated European structures are nonetheless severely
penalised. Industries where performance can be. optimized at lower
le"els of transborder integration come off best. (The cost of the
sector-specific barriers affecting industries considered here are in
most cases outlined in detail in Chapter 7, but Chapter 7 takes no
account of non-specific regulatory burdens like divergent accounting,
company law and tax requirements.)
Pharmaceuticals and telecommunications
These. are strongly regulated and protected industries with a high
incidence of almost all of the obstacles cited above. Particularly
costly are the problems associated in overcoming barriers posed by
national industrial policies and technical standards.
Automobiles
The problems cited by this group include national industrial
protection, shortfalls ~n economies of scale -due to differences in
technical standards, and substantial administrative costs for highly
integrated operations. Total costs linked to transborder activity were
estimated at higher than both average profit margins and average
R&D expenditure of firms in these sectors.
Textiles and machine tools
Companiès in these two groups were characterize~ by high
specialization, with fairly decentralized manufacturing.units
each
producing independent parts of the product range. Subsidiaries were
typically involved in marketing or service functions. There were few
problems with technical standards. Transborder costs for companies
in these sectors were much lower than for telecoms, pharmaceuticals
and automobiles.
Serious as this overall situation appears, it is not the full picture.
There would be further savings which would occur if regulatory
obstacles were eliminated or significantly reduced. For in a real
European home market, the pattern of business competition and
thus of business structures may be expected to change substantially.
True, transborder business links may in some cases be reduced if,
for example, national performance requirements (like local content)
imposed on certain industrial sectors lessen. But the positive impact
of the removal of obstacles would be much greater. The prospect is
that it would unleash à growth of trans-European business link-ups
which are being foregone by companies 'not big enough to bear the
W
costs.
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It is clear that it is for this latter category of companies, currently
excluded from playing the transborder business game, that the
potential is the most exciting. Under true home market conditions,
they may be expected to become involved in the new forms of
transborder organization, like cooperative networking, with which
industry is now experimenting. Cooperative networking, which can
exist with minority equity participation or. indeed even in its
absence, provides a form of business link-up which meets companies'
needs for both strategic control and flexibility. The latter in
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particular is of increasing importance, since it allows firms to provide
the efficient short-term market responsiveness which is becoming the
essence of modern business organization.

,
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6 The costs for the service sectors

The service sectors play a role of growing importance in the
European-economy. But their potential for much more significant
growth is being artificially pinned back. by regulations and practices
which significantly inhibit the free flow of services and thus the fre,e
play of competition between companies supplying them. Moreover,
because of the role they play in servicing business as a whole, the
stunted growth they suffer is passed on into the economy at large.
Govern~nt
regulations, while aiming primarily at prudential or
safety objectives, often constitute a barrier to market entry to many
of the sectors considered below. This is the case, for instance, for
many activities in financial services. (banking, insurance and
securities), while the role of technical regùlations, standards and
procurement impact heavily on the Community market, or the.
absence of it, for telecommunications services. The regulatory.
situation is more varied for other business services -eg. advertising,'
engineering, computing and legal services.
Financial Services

~-

.Overview'

Substantial economic gains may be expected from real ;integration of
European financial services markets. This is because qf the unique,
pivotal role played by financial services in catalysingthe economy as
a whole. Removal of barriers here, and of the costs liiIked to them,
would lead to three interlocking effects: a surge in the,competitivity
of the sector itself; a knock-on boost to all business using its
inéreasingly efficient services; and, more generally, a new 'and
positive influence on the' conduct of macro-economic policy in the

ECY

\

An order of magnitude of Ecu 22 billion, based on calcp.lations
and assumptions detailed in the report, is the estimat~ for the gains
forecast by the research for the eight EC countries studied as a result
of integration of the three main areas of financial service activity:
banking and credit, insurance, brokerage and securities. Core
element of this calculation was the,ân,âlysis"of the present price
France, G~rmany, Ita!y,
diff~rentials between th",eight markets
--: - for a representatIve
Spam, the UK and the Benelux countrIes
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Banking services
1. Consumer credit
2. Credit cards
3. Mortgages
4. Letters of credit
5. Foreign exchange drafts
6. Travellers cheques
7. Commercial loans

Annual cost of consumer loan of
500 ECU. Excess interest rate
over money market rates
Annual cost assuming 500 ECU
debit. Excess interest rate over.
money market rates
Annual cost of home loan of
25,000 ECU. Excess int~rest rate
over money market rates
Cost of letter of credit of 50,000
ECU for three months
Cost to a large commercial client
of purchasing a commercial draft
for 30,000 ECU.
Cost for a private consumer of
purchasing 100 ECU worth of
travellers cheques
Annual cost (including
commissions and charges) to a
medium sized firm of a
commercial loan of 250,000 ECU

136

39

79

60

26

31

57

118

-41

22
6
35

-5

-10
31
-7
6

59

n.a.
~30
78
-7

121

-26

31

121

89

-12

43

16

-4

n.a.

9

27

196

56

23

33

30

39

22

-7

19

-7

9

6

-6

-20

17
-46

8
16

33

-7

43

46

;

Insurance services
1. Life insurance
2. Home insurance
3. Motor insurance
4. Commercial fire and theft
C
5. Public liability cover

Average annual cost of term (life)
insurance
Annual cost of fire and theft cover
for house valued 'at 70,000 ECU
with 28,000 ECU contents
Annual cost of comprehensive
insurance, 1.6 litre car,. driver io
years experience, no claims bonus
Annual cover for premises valued
at 387,240 ECU & stock at
232,344 ECU
Annual premium for engineering
company with 20 employees and
annual turnover of 1.29 million
ECU

78
.

5
3

-16

37
,,-4

33

83

66

-9

39

81

57

17

77

-30
90

.30

15

100

9

148

-9

43

24

153

245

13

47

60

117

77

9

36

7

65

-3

7

114

123

14

90

217

21

-63

27

161

36

69

153

-5

47

68

26

-47

57

92

21

n.a.

-15

-7
-1
~16

-17
27
-7

Brokérage services
1. Private equity transactions
2. Private gilts transaction
3. Institutional equity
transactions.
4. Institutional gilt
transactions
4

Commission costs of cash bargain
of 1440 ECU
Cömmision costs of cash bargain
of 14000 ECU
Commission cots of cash bargain
of 288000ECU

Commission costs olcash
of 7.2 million

26

'

bargain

284

----. ..~

-4

60

-13

-36

ECU

* The figures show the extent to which financial product prices, in each country, are above a low reference level. Each o{these
price differences implies a theoretical potential price fall from existing price levels to the low
. . reference level .(see also Table 6,2,
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basket of financial services (consumer credit, mortgage, etc), and of
their price development under the competitive pressures of integration.
Examples of existing price differences abound (see Table 6.1),
reflecting differing competitive conditions in EC member states.
Divergences are frequently of the order of 50% or more. Notably
wide margins are found in prices charged for motor insurance, home
loans, consumer credit and securities.
A few figures illustrate the present size of the 'Community's
financial services sector, and its pervasive influence over the
economy as a whole. Value-added by the credit and insurance sectors
alone accounted for some 6.5% of the EC's gross domestic product in
1985. This was generated by 3% of the EC workforce whose share in
overall compensation, however, was 6%, indicating earnings of
around twice the Community average. In the eight countries studied,
insurance premiums were estimated ai: around 5% of Gdp, while
bank loans and stock market capitalization were respectively 142%
and 116% of Gdp.
Substantial barriers beginning to be eroded by EC action
A variety of barriers, legislative and other, continue to hinder
integration in banking, insurance and securities. High on the list of
these obstacles is one with a multi-sectoral impact on financial
services: controls on capital movements.
Despite progress toward the removal of this constraint, strict
controls are still applied in four EC countries (Spain, Greece,
Portugal and Ireland), and France and Italy are only now in the
process of liberalizing them. Exchange controls have been removed
in the UK and Denmark, and Germany and the Benelux countries
allow free capital movement subject, however, to reporting and
authorization procedures on certain transactions. The Commission
has proposed a two-phase plan for fully integrating EC capital
markets by 1992, and the first of these phases, which took effect
February 1987, liberalizes cross-border transactions in unlisted
securities, unit trusts, national securities on foreign stock markets
and longer-term trade credits.
Banks Beyond exchange controls lies a variety of other obstacles
affecting financial services. Thus in the banking sector, although
freedoq1 of establishment has been achieved through EC legislation
and little overt discrimination remains, it appears difficult for many
banks to compete successfully in other Community countries because
new establishment involves considerable costs not borne by existing
domestic banking networks. These difficulties are aggravated in
cert:lin countries (eg. Spain, Italy) by restrictions on foreign.
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acqulSltlons or partIcIpations in local banks. Moreover, even after
removal of exchange controls, selling banking services across internal
EC borders would be hampered in certain Community countries by
some residual banking regulations (eg. preventing cross-border
soliciting of deposits, and rules in some member states against bank
involvement in the securities' business). An EC proposal (for a
'second Council directive on credit institutions'), made in January
1988 and'targetted for adoption by 1989, should ensure that such
legislative barriers are swept away by 1992.
Insurance As in the banking sector, there is freedom to establish
(despite major residual differences in national regulations), but'
restrictions on doing direct cross-frontier busin~ss remain significant.
Indeed, most member states (eg. Germany) simply do not permit
non-national insurers to, solicit directly without a local permanent.
establishment and this, coupled with discriminatory tax measures,.
continues to insulate many national insurers from oùtsidecompetitiön.
However, a significant step towards increased icompetition,
particularly for larger commercial risk cover, was takèn' in February
1988 when the EC Council reached agreement on' a proposed
directive whose formal adoption is expected before year-end.
Stock market and securities Apart from residual exchange controls
(clearly a significant barrier in this sector), integration is trammelled
by a variety of national regulations. These include'rules preventing
foreigners being licensed as brokers, imposition in some countries of
discriminatory taxes on purchases of foreign securities, and restrictions on balance sheet holdings of foreign securities. Once again
a number of EC directives have been adopted in this area, and. others
- eg. the directive, effective as of 1989, enabling unit trusts to market
Community-wide - should continue the impetus to liberalization.
Gains from removal of barriers
The Ecu 22 billion gain from completing the EC internal market was
calculated on the basis of estimates of the prices of a standard set of
financial products before and after' the removal of regulatory
barriers, including abolition of excha'nge controls.
Table 6.1 (see above) lists the services investigated and th~ price
differences prevailing for them between the eight countries studied.
For each of these products, current prices were estimated which,
when coverted into Ecus, enable intra-country comparisons.
Using this comparative analysis as a. starting point, the research
analysed the potential price falls and, within this overall potential, the
expected price falls subse<went to the removal of regulatory barriers.
The outcome' of this calculation is given in Table 6.2 over.
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Table 6.2

Potential

and expected price falls for financial services
Potential price

falls (%)
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

Spain
Italy
France
Belgium
Germany
Luxemburg,
UK
Netherlands

34
28
24
23
25
17
13
9

Range of
expected
price falls
16 9-7 65320-

Mid points of the
expected range of
price falls ('Yo)*

21
14
12
11
10
8
7
4

26
19
17
16
15
13
12
9

* Ranges of 10 percentage points wide have been assumed,
price falls as the mid points.

with the above ,expected

This shows the greatest expected fall in Spain, somewhat smaller
falls in Italy, France, Belgium and Germany, and the most modest
reductions in the United Kingdom, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. The difference between potential and expected price falls
reflects the fact that, even after removing regulatory obstacles,
differences in financial markets would subsist due to unavoidable
variations in. risk, custom and other local conditions.
Broken down between the eight countries studied, the share per
country in this expected gain for financial service consumers is given
below in Table 6.3. The largest overall benefits are registered by the
United Kingdom and Germany where price falls, though relatively
modest, are leveraged upwards by the size of their financial services
markets.
Table 6.3

Estimated gain in consumer surplus resulting from integration of
European credit and insurance markets
ECU s billion

Belgium
Germany
Spain
France'
Italy
Luxemburg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
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0.7
4.6
3.2
3.7
4.0
0.1
0.3
5.1
21.7

Telecommunications

services

Overview
Rapid communication of information is an essential both for
integrating Europe's markets and for the. modernization and
competitivity of the companies operating in it. Telecom services
starting with the phone but ranging through 'value-added services'
like telex,' fax and vision (now able to be carried together on an
integrated network) - are the vehicle for meeting these needs. The
importance of providing the telecom sector with a regulatory
framework suited to meeting these demands was recognized in 1987
by the EC Commission's 'Green Paper on the Development of the'
Common Market for Telecommunications Servi,ces and Equipment'.
With the arrival of new digital signalling and switching systems,
telecoms are increasingly converging with the digital technology of
the data-processing sector, a convergence epitomized by ISDN
('integrated services digital network'). As a result digital telecoms do
for computers what the motorway network did for the automobile.
They provide the so-called 'global information highway' - not just
for the computer industry but for all sectors relying on accurate data
and its speedy transmission to stay competitive.
The trouble with the EC's .emerging information highway is its
many national road blocks - and even the problems' of the
incompatible equipment being used in the construction of its various
sections. Illustrated below, these barriers take a variety of forms
including divergent norms, generally high tariffs for ntrtwork users,
and,the overweening presence of monopoly service suppliers (the
Community's PTTs) essentially dictating in their different national
enclaves. the rules according to which the highway is accessed and
used.
Community's PTT revenue from the telecom service sector
totalled some Ecu 61 billion in 1985 (see Table 6.4), or around four
times the EC telecom equipment market (see Chapter 7). By
comparison, the US market for services is twice the size of the EC
sector. In the Community, voice telephony accounts for 85% - 90%
of total PTT telecom revenues, with up to 10% deriving from fax
and up to 5% from telex.

-

-

Barriers
The various obstacles hampering market integration and economic
performance - differing standards, the, monopoly powers of the
PTTs etc. - impact on business in all
sectors, not to speak of the
b .

private

individu::tl.

"
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Table 6.4

National income from telecoms service provision (1985)
Operating Income
in mill. ECU

I

I

Country
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Ireland
Luxemburg
Nethedands
Portugal (CCT and CL T)
Spain
UK (BT only)

1,406
1,076
13,428
15,124
721
8,351
624
82
2,539
679
3,154
14,245

Total

61,429

Source:

TelefonicalITU

(Exchange

rates as of 1985)

Mönopoly powers have fathered artificial price levels. Thus the
tariffs set for long-distance international calls by PTTs are.
disproportionately .greater than those for national long-distance
connections. This is a fairly direct method of penalizing crossfrontier communication, be it for commerCial or personal purposes.
Tariffs vary, sometimes significantly, between different EC
countries. For certain sectors of business, this can lead to distortions
in decisions on company location. The attraction of low telephone
tariffs may, for example, determine where the host computers of
data banks are located. Provision of telebanking services may, in
turn, tend to be concentrated in financial markets with -access to
cost"effective telecom services.
Widespread limitations exist on tIie use of leased lines. Thus firms
leasing lines from the PTT may be restricted in the use they can
make of them as a vehicle for carrying cross-border telecom services
for their clients. This acts as a double brake: first on business
activity, and second, on the development of the value-added telecom
services increasingly required for effective business performance.
Market fragmentation for services partly results from the knockon effect of similar segmentation suffered by the telecom equipment
sector (see Chapter 7). Exercise of monopoly powers, notably over
national standards. and procurement, has tended to result in
overpriced and incompatible equipment, meaning in some cases that
.
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servi~es are simply not available in certain national markets. Market
entry barriers like this are on occasion justified on the grounds that
foreign equipment might harm the local system.
Symptomatic of these obstacles are differences in videotex
systèms. The UK, France and Germany have developed their
systems without coordination, and only now are attempts being
made to rectify the situation. The próblem facing Iveco, ~ FIAT

affiliate, is a case in point. In France, a client can use the local
.

videotex to select the model he wants, but German and ItaÜan clients
cannot yet plug in.
Market entry barriers can be more forthright. The national
monopolies can simply prevent. private companies from' providing'
client-specific services. Private value-added .:.networks for data
transmission are not allowed to compete with the national monopoly
in many EC countries. A new company planning to offer such~
services in France - to be formed by IBM and some French
companies - would have been in violation of French law,14
To tackle these and other obstacles, the EC's Green Paper on
telecoms has adopted a selective approach to the problem of national
regulation and the barriers that can arise as a result. It suggests that
for basic telecom networks, especially vöice telephony, national
administrations should maintain their traditional role. However, the
Green Paper draws a line between 'reserved services' of this sort and
'competitive services', ie. the value-added services eVAS) for which
open competition is recommended. Measures to enhance interoperability are also proposed, as is a European Telecommunications
Standards Institute.
Costs
Compariies and individuals have to bear heavy burdens resulting
from market and trade barriers. These are casted in Table 6.5,
whose two right-hand columns provide estimates. of gains following
removal of these' costs, for respectively two different levels of'
liberalization.

.'

The first of these, taking as its point of departure implementation
of the minimum Überalization requirements spelt out in the Green
Paper, indicates that these gains could amount to around Ecu 2
billion. The important components of this overall figure are the
benefits, including economies of scale, resulting for the service
network as a result of lower equipment costs leading to lower tariffs;
and those stemming from greater competition for non-reserved
.

services.

~'.

Full network competition, the subject-of the right-hand column,
would, mean additional g~ns. The' principal quantifiable benefit in
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Table 6.5

Economic

costs of barriers in telecoms services
to be expected from EC regulatory reforms

Minimum
Green Paper Effect

Measures

I

1) Lower equipment costs
(see Chapter 7) lead to
lower tariffs and thereby
economies of scale and
fill in the network use
2) More competitive 'NonReserved Services'
a) easier CPE certification, increased product
variety, lower CPE
prices; larger network
use
b) liberalize VAS

.

.

c) open network
vision

pro-

3) Tariff Reforms (closer to
cost)

-

the potential benefits

'Full Network
Competition' Effectl

0.75 billion ECU per annum
savings2

slightiy larger

0.5-0.7 billion ECU savings

not estimated

0.3-0.4 billion ECU savings
by 1990
0.2 billion ECU savings by
1990
not estimated

larger, because few
network restrictions
not estimated
4 billion ECU p.a.

1 for long-distance and international traffic
2 these gains exclude the direct savings on equipment purchases.

this scenario would be an Ecu 4 billion annual benefit from a
lowering of tariffs for long-distance and international traffic.
Other business services
Outline
First impressions, gained from users of business services, are that
there are no great barriers to cross-frontier activity in areas like
advertising, public relations, engineering and legal services. But
these impressions, reflecting a generally low level' of awareness of
obstacles among service users, are misleading. This is one of the
chief conclusions emerging from research into the costs borne by
business services as a result of European market fragmentation, and
into the economic benefits which may be expected to accrue from
their removal. The _research, including a survey of users and
provider:s of such services in France, Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom and the Benelux countries, comes up with an assessment
of the ovenill EC turnover of the sector in 1986 broken down by sub.
sector (see Table 6.6).
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Table 6.6

Business services turnover, 1986 (total EC)*

Turnover
(bn Ecu)

Sector
Engineering & Related Services
Consultancy
Advertising**
Public Relàtions
Computing Services
Research & Development
Financial Review (accounting, audit)
Legal Services

7.5
3.5
57
2
13
IS
13
13
124.0

Total

* Excluding
** Including

"

operational
media

services

(eg. catering)

costs

Taken as a whole, business services make an important contribution
to the Community economy, with their value added accounting for
around 4% of the EC's gross domestic product.
Barriers and their impact

Understandably, perhaps, suppliers of business servic~s are much
more aware than their customers of the hurdles to bè- crossed in
delive~ing cross-frontier client service. These include, with varying
impact depending on the sector: tax and financial barriers,
restrictions on carrying out business abroad, differing product
regulations and illiberal public procurement. The types of barrie'rs
affecting the various sectors, -together with an indication - of their
overall significance, are evaluated (see Table 6.7).

Illustrative of the problems "ci.ëatedby these barriers is - the

complaint from a UK computer services company about differences
in standards. More generally, in sectors like advertising and public
relations, there are sharp differencès between EC countries in the
conditions for doing business, often with important knock-on effects
on competition. Thusin Germany, advertising and PR firms are
barred from raising money through public share issues, leaving them
vulnerable to competition from UK companies with unrestricted
access to stock markets. Using this facility, Saatchi & Saatchi is now
not only Europe's no. 1, but the wo!ld's leading advertising/PR
group. Still in the advertising sector, an obstacle the survey shows as
significant is constituted"by conflicting regulations on TV advertising
47
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Table 6.7

Barriers to trade in business services

Sector

Nature

Engineering

and related

of barriers

Government

procurement

Technical

standards

Licensing

of professionals

Tax treatment
Computing

services

Overall
barrier

signific~nce

of

i) Engineers:
barriers (juite
significant
ii) Architect:
barriers very
restrictive

Government and PTI
procurement
of computer
services

UK reports

this barrier

Research and
develop~ent

Bias in govérnment
procurement

Reported by Germany
(demand side interview)

Commercial
communications

SateJ!ite broadcasting
barriers
Differences in advertising
law (regarding
permissible advertising
material)
Limitations
on media time
for ad vertising

Generally regarded as
reasonably free market

Lack of access to equity
markets (Germany)
Qualificati()ns of
professionals.
Legal services

Freedom

to practice

Not generally
professional

recognized by
bodies as

significant
Operational

Management
consultancy

services.

None

Largely

None

No barriers

unregulated

market

of significance

whose impact is increasing. To resolve these problems the
Commission has proposed a measure harmonizing national rules-on
advertising on public TV programmes. .
Four main benefits resultingfrom removal afbarrier-related costs
These barriers lead to costs both for providers and users of services
whose removal, according to the research, could over time lead to
global savings of up to Ecu 9.2 billion.
First, they increâse the costs for companies seeking to market
48

their services abroad, they hinder expansion and reduce the quality.
and range of services available. Service suppliers expect that
increased competition resultant on completion of the internal market
wilIlead
,
to consumers gaining in quality perhaps even more than. In
lower prices. Competitors are not likely to enter new markets on a
price-cutting basis but rather by offering improved products.
Nevertheless, costs to service companies could be reduced by up to
Ecu 3.5 billion.
Second, a knock-on effect of this is the costs for all sectors
currently using business services - taking the. form of lower output
than would be the case in an integrated market. Improved business
services should lead to increases' in the competitivity. of the'
companies buying in these services in relation ro their rivalsJoutside

the. Community, in addition to creating more even I competitive
conditions within the EG. This factor .is expected to boost sales of
service user companies by up to an estimated Ecu 3 billion.
Third, over and above cost .savings for business service suppliers
noted above, there should be further gains for them as!their output
rises in response to the extra. demand created by the completion of
the internal market in all sectors. Increased demand, for services
from this source is estimated in a spread of Ecu 0.7-2.5 billion.
Also linked to the impulse given to demand by general market
integration 1Sanother gain distinguished by the research under the
name 'externalization'. This is that companies actually or potentially
using business services will tend increasingly to buy in services from
outside, rather than attempt to provide them themsëlves from
within. Under the pressure of intensified competition, user companies
will be forced to concentrate on those areas of their activities that
they are best at. For these companies, cost savings in externalizing
services might be of the order of Ecu 100-200m. Externalization will
also have a favourable employment effect in the service-providing
compames.

11#
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How does the array of barriers signalled in the preceding pages
impact on individual industrial activities in the EC? What, from this
more specific perspective, are the costs they impose - be they the
costs directly linked to barriers" or those which reflect more general
benefits foregone because of the existence of barriers?
A widespread finding of the six short industry' case studies
outlined below is that, as in the service sectors (Chapter 6), the size
of the longer-term gains to be had from EC market integration is
much greater than the costs directly saved by removing barriers.
The sectors examined below (telecoms, motor manufacturing,
foodstuffs, 'building products, textiles and clothing, and pharmaceuticals) together represent 43% of the Community's industrial output
and provide 13% of the economy's total value added. They were
selected to give as broad a plctureas
possible of the range of
problems manufacturing companies can face as a result of market
barriers. Understandably, the picture shows that barriers vary in
impact depending on the basic characteristics of the sector
concerned.
Nonetheless, one general point emerges clearly. This is the
pervasive impact of standards and technical regulations in most of
the industries considered. By contrast, the procurement barrier
tends to pose particular problems in areas like telecommunications

and pharmaceuticals, but is relatively minor for some of the other

'

branches considered below.

Telecommunications

equipment

OverView
The costs imposed on the EC telecommunications
equipment
industry by national regulation and practice are substantial, as is
their ripple effect throughout the economy. They are getting greater
as business everywhere, under the twin pressures of rapid technological
changes and the size of the market share required to amortize their

development, is being forced to go global.

'

In varying degrees, these factors apply to the three main subsectors of the Community's telecom equipment industry, namely:
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customer premises equipment (CPE) - terminal

.

equipment

like

'telephones, telefax and telex machines (CPE took a 24% share of
the EC's telecom equipment market in 1986);
. transmission equipment - wires, cables, antennas etc. needed to
.
transmit voice, data and vision (13% of EC market);
. central office equipment (CO) - switching equipment needed to.
connect the various transmission paths (with 47% of the market,
CO is easily the largest segment).
Overall costs are estimated by the research to be as much a~ some
25% of the $17.5 billion estimated value of the total telecom.
equipment Community market in 1986. The main item in this bill i~
restrictive procurement practices, fóllowed by divergences in
national standards and restrictive certification..policies.
'Measures, set out in the EC Commission.'s 1985 Internal Market
White Paper and its 1987 Green Paper on Tekcommunications (see
diagram below), seek to limit the costs imposed' by national
behaviour in these areas. Even though total removal of costs
~

implying

a fully competitive

market

-

may be an ambitious

expecta-

tion, considerable benefits are in prospect including, according to the
report, significant gains from economies of scale.

EC Telecom GreenPaper*
Among the actions it envisages:

,

..,

phased 40% liberalization of public procurement, post-1992
a directive for 100% opening;
creation of a Európean Standards Institute tOiaccelerate
standards and technical specifications,and ease certification;
clear separation of regulatory and market functions of
telecom authorities.

.
.

* 'Green Paper on the Development of the Common Market
for Telecommunications

Services and Equipment'.

.

Improvements in EC industry and market organization are needed
urgently. In 1986, the Community represented about 19%' of the
world market as against 38% for the US and 9% for Japan.
Moreover, the EC market is forecast to grow up to 1990 at around
half the rate for the U~ (6.6%) and Japan (5%). Even the larger EC
meinber

states have small markets

-

cÇ?tnpared to Japan, let alone the

US - and these are segmented, there being little intra-ECtrade. Not
surprisingly, European iMiustry's competitivity is declining. The EC
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sector's surplus, which shrank from Ecu 1.5 billion in 1984 to Ecu
1.2 billion in 1986, is mainly obtàined from trade with smaller
countries; by contrast it ran a deficit with the US and Japan of
respectively Ecu 620m and 685m in 1986.
B amers reinforcedby market power of regulatoryauthorities
Differing standards, restrictive certification and protectionist public
purchasing. are the main barriers which segment the Community
market into national entities and sustain the symbiotic relationship,
within most member states, between the industry and the national
PTTs(posts, telephone and telecommunications authorities). Despite
signs of incipient liberalization (eg. the privatization of British
Telecom), this relationship remains the key fact of life in the EC
telecom equipment business.
National telecom authorities have.a crucial dual role.. They set the
. rules of the game and, as regards pl,lrchasing for most equipment,
are its major players. Easily the greatest buyers of telecom'
equipment - achieving shares of 80% in some countries - these
bodies often use their purchasing muscle to support national
producers and sometimes deliberately to exclude external competitors.
One result of this is !}rtificially high prices. At the beginning of the
decade, equipment in Europe was 80%-100% more expensive than in
the US. Moreover, there are important piice differences within the
Community (see Table 7.1)
Equally impressive, in its own way, is the performance of the
national authorities as industry regulators. The barriers to market
entry they create by protectionist national procurement have
Table 7.1

High EC prices for telecom equipment - Overpricing
markets compared with competitive world levelsis

Country
Belgium
Denmark'
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Ireland
Luxemburg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom
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Central Office
120
30
50
100
n.a.
100
n.a.
n.a.
50
n.a. .
SO
40.

in EC

% price deviation
Transmission
Consumer Premises
60
30
30
SO
n.a.
30
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
40
30

40
40
40
80
n.a.
40
n.a.
n,a.
60
n.a.
30
40

tradi~ionally been supplemeQted by their further control over
product standardization and certification. This has led to incompatible
standards and 'input specificity' - meaning that new equipment must
be compatible with "existing installations, thus. discouraging new

entfants to the market.
Barriers also impact on equipment sold directly to private
customers. A driver wishing to use a car telephone on a trip from
Germany via Belgium to the UK has to install three different
systems. A telefax machine installed in France has to fulfil somewhat
different certification requirements from those required, for example,
in Denmark or Greece. For private automatic branch exchanges
(PABX), the divergences in costs and procedures are evident from.
the following table.
Table 7.2

Type approval procedures: fees and delays
Average

Country

Fee charged

Belgium
France

12,500-56,000 BF
n.a.
varies according to
testing costs incurred
varies according to
testing costs incurred
£10 000 modems
up to £100 000 PABXs
No charge

Germany .
Italy
United Kingdom
United States
Source:

3-6 months
1 year

. 6 months-l

year

6 months-l year
Ir no modification
necess.ary: 3 months
. Less ihan lQweeks

DeUtsches Institut fül Wirtschaftsforsc1mng;.. Study
Commission of the EC, 1986.
'.

Costs and economies of scale

delay

prepared

for the

..

The costs inherent in the market fragmentation caused by these
barriers are estimated by the research in a range of around Ecu 34.8 billion. The calculation is made on: the basis of the difference
between, on the one hand, the performance expected from industry
in the competitive environment sought by EC proposals and, on the
other, the forward projection of the present situation unaided by
Community action.
Table 7.3 examines the gains to be achieved from the removal of
the two basic cost areas

-

standards

and procurement.

These

gains

reflect both static gains (ie. those brought about by the downward
matching of prices directly following the,removal of barriers), and
dynamic gains (those achieved over the"longer run, eg. sales growth,
economies of scale, etc. nif'ultingoD market integration). In the case
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of public procurement, the effects of two alternative degrees of
liberalization have been calculated: 40% and 100% (see also diagram
on Telecom Green Paper p.Sl).
In general, economies of scale are imperative if European industry
is to absorb the costs of developing the new generation of digital
switching equipment. Losses from unrealized economies of scale are
greatest for central office equipment (CO) where software costs are
currently estimated at above 50%. of value added.
.
Despite the manufacturing scale required by digitalization, the EC
market is segmerited into relatively small national entities in which
typically several firms, often indigenous, are competing to supply
only one national buyer. According to the report, savings of Ecu
1.25-1.5 billion would be gained by companies in the public
switching sector as a result of rationalized standards and partially
liberalized (40%) procurement. Assuming total procurement liberal~
ization, a further gain of Ecu 1.3 billion would be realized.
The estimate is that the potential gains from economies of scale for
the other market segments, including CPE and transmission
equipment, are not as high as for CO. However, they are significant
and, as digitalization. begins to make possible network integration
(ISDN
integrated services digital networks), they are increasing.

-

Table 7.3

Telecom equipment: gains Jrom EC market integration (static and
dynamic combined) - Ecu billions
Effects of
standardization

Effects of procurement
liberalization
40%

100%

0.45-0.7

0.8

1.3

Transmission

0.2

0.4

0.5

Terminal
Equipment (CPE)

0.1

0.4

1.0

Other

0.1

0.4

0.9

Total

0.85-1.1

2.0 +
0.2*

3.7

Product:
Cen tral
Office
Switching

*
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Aut~mobiles
Overview
Contributing almost 6% of value-added in EC manufacturing and
employing 7% of its workforce, the automobile industry is by any
standards a key sector of the European economy. In 1985, EC
manufacturers accounted for about 40% of world passenger car
output. Yet a range of barriers, including divergent technical
regulations and massive tax differences, continue to fragment the
Community market and impede the rational organization of a
Europe-wide industry. mpplying it. Overall cost Of the impediments
signalled in the White Paper, or the savings which would over time
result from their removal, in particular through. economies of scale,
is estimated at Ecu 2.6 billion, or 5% of the i~dustry's .unit costs.
These are the essential conclusions of the research r:eport which_
was based, inter alia, on a detailed survey of auto manufacturers and
suppliers. A particular focus of the report was how t~e post-1992
integrated market would impact on two key phases: of industry
activity design and engineering, and manufacturing and assembly.
Clearing away the regulatory diversity enabling industry to gear up
these functions for the challenge of the 1990s is given additional
incentive by the Community's market potential. By 1987, the EC
had already overtaken the US to become the world's. largest single

-

car market.

"-

-

A single market but only in name
The trouble is that the world's largest single car market 1Ssingle only
in name. The range of obstacles hindering its effectiv~ integration"
and likewise the matching rationalization of supplY;, provide a
quintessential roll-call of Common Market disunity. This list, for
reasons of space, is outlined here in abridged form:

fiscal barriers:

.

.
·

taxation levels on car sales different in virtually all EC countries,
ranging from 12% in Luxembourg to some 200% in Denmark
and Greece;
divergent policies on the refunding of VAT for company
purchases of vehicles;
distortion of competitive conditions by excessive aid to 'national
champion' companies (grants, 19.ans, equity. injections, debt
write-offs);

.

,

~
.

use of fiscal incentiver'in some èountries (Netherlands, Germany,

ss

I
I

Luxembourg and Denmark) to encourage sales of vehicles built
to differing emission and noise standards.
physical barriers:

.

.

documentary and inspection requirements at intra-EC borders,
with attendant delays resulting in loss of time and money in the
shipping of components;

.

differences in communications standards beween EC member

.

states which impede cooperation in vehicle development
production.

and

technical barriers:

.
.

lack of single EC-wide typé approval procedure, requiring costly
and time-consuming duplication. of cars and tests;
unique national vehicle equipment requirements, eg side repeater
flasher lights in Italy, reclining driver's seat in West Germany,
right-hand .drive. and dim-dip lighting in the UK, yellow
headlamp bulbs in France, and unique rear reflectors in
Germany.

Outlook for cost savings
Creating real European home market conditions by removing such
regulatory barriers a key example being the absence of full EC type
approval (see also Chapter 4) - should accelerate current trends in
industrial reorganization and technological change both in car and
component manufacturing.
However, the challenge is not just the removal of obstacles but, in
addition, the circumstances which allow. these barriers to lead to
such great price differences. In this respect the situation is
particularly aggravated when divergent national standards are
compounded by distribution arrangements which tend to segment
the market.
Getting maximum gains from an integrated EC car market also
depends on developments in other areas. Thus a fully-integrated
telecoms sector (see above) and elimination of border red-tape
(Chapter 2) would do much to facilitate the auto industry's

-

component trade.

.

For 90 auto components surveyed, the research found that the
European supply industry is providing many of the major components
at rates far under 500,000 sets .per annum. Sizeable economies of
scale could be achieved if this level were reached. Sub-optimal
production arises partly because carmakers are awarding the supply
of a single part or assembly to several suppliers, and partly because'
of too many car models. A key economy of scale for European motor
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manufactuting would be the reduction in the number of carplatforms needed. Platforms are vehicle floor-plan designs to which
common components are attached in the areas of running gear,
suspension, and steering,. and which, through relatively little
changes, can be used for different car models. Today 30 platforms
are used in the EC for passenger volume cars produced by the six
majors (VW, Volvo, Renault, Fiat, Ford and GM), but in the fully
integrated 'market conditions sought for 1992 this could be reduced
to 21 involving platform-sharing between several manufacturers.
Market integration, :with gains of this sort, will result in savings in
unit costs of around 5%, according to the research, or iJlst over Ecu
2.6 billion for Community manufacturers taken together. This
saving is forecast to be partly attributable to direct cost reductions as
a result of abolishing EC barriers, but in particular to economies of
scale resulting from platform reductions.
Looked at through another prism, the overall Ecu 2.6 billion
figure can be expressed in terms of savings in respectively variable
and fixed costs. Dominating the variable cost savings of almost Ecu
900m is an estimated gain of Ecu 826m in labour costs. ,This reflects
a dramatic improvement in labour productivity, itself a result of the
rationalized organization of output. Savings of Ecu 1.7 billion in
fixed costs are broken down as follows:
Table 7.4

Savings in fixed costs in the automobile sector

Savings in fixed costs

Ecu million

. tooling
. engineering
.
.

'\..

571.7
700.7
175.3
213.3
42.3

warranty provision
administration/finance

. advertising

To these gains mus( be added the potential increase in sales
resulting from price reductions. It has been estimated that the EC's
demand for cars might increase by arQund half a million units simply
as a result of the drop in prices linked to the remováI of barriers
sought by the 'White Paper.
Foodstuffs
Overview
The foodstuffs sector, the biggest contributor to jobs and valueadded of all EC indurtriès, appears well-placed to confront
0
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international competItlon in the 1990s. But appearances maybe
misleading, for two reasons. The first is that the industry trend
towards global consolidation is dominated, Unilever and Nestlé apart
(respectively the world's number 1 and 2), by US companies who fill
the other eight places in the world's top ten. The second is that the
,
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Community market for foodstuffs, whose 320m consumers should
provide European companies with a ready-made platform for a
global challenge, is segmented by a range of trade barriers which,
despite holding aCtion by the EC, seem to be on the increase.
The sharpening of the strategic threat is one of the main results of
European market fragmentation. Expressed in money terms, costs to
the industry resulting from non-tariff barriers are estimated by the
research in a spread of Ecu 500-1000m annually, not counting the
inevitable restrictions in consumer choice. Savings of this size, which
would follow the elimination of trade obstacles, represent 2%-3% of
the total value added of a sector which alone accounts for just over
4% of the Community's gross domestic product. They are estimated
to equal up to a two-year gain in the industry's productivity.
More than 200 non-tariff barriers,. classified by researchers into
five types (see Table 7.5), were identified as applying to intra-EC
trade on the 10 product sectors in the five largest EC countries.
These products were: biscuits and cake; chocolate and confectionery;
ice-cream; beer; minerál water; soft drinks; spirits; pasta; soup; baby
food. They were chosen because of their importance to EC trade,
their value, and the likelihood of their oeing subject to significant

trade barriers.

Tablè 7.5

.

'

Non-tariff barriers in foodstuffs
Identified

.
.
.
.

Specific import
restrictions
Packaging/labellinglaws
Specific ingredient

64
68

29.4
31.2

restrictions

33

15.1

39
14

17.9
6.4

218*

100%

Content/denomination
regulations

.

% of Total

Fiscal discrimination

* This is,the aggregate number of barriers affecting the 10 items studied in the five
countries concerned.
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Trade barriers at work
Examples of some of these trade obstacles show the types of
problems that a prospective exporter can run up against in selling to
another EC country, to say nothing of the market distortions and the
sub-optimal business structures which these barriers nUrture. The
report considers them among the main reasons responsible for the
low growth in the industry's intra-EC trade since the late 1970s.
Soft drinks A non-nutritive sweetener, aspartame, is used for the
'diet' segment of the soft drink industries in North America and in
most EC countries - but not all. Aspartame cannot be used in soft
drinks in Spain (nor could it until early 1988 in France). One result
of this specific ingredient restriction is that in' France, for example, a
mass diet segment does not exist. Without the barrier) it is estimated
that such a market segment would emerge, ultimately capturing
10%-15% of the soft drinks market.
Beer This is a product which illustrates several types of barriers at
work. Probably the best-known example of a content! denomination

-

regulation

a rule which prevents

a product

from using a generic

name unless it conforms. to certain content requirements - is the
German beer purity law.
The purity law, censured by the European Court of Justice in
1987, is also a good example of an import restriction'. The result of
its application has been a highly-fragmented German beer industry
(1200 brewers, or 75% of the total number in the EC) ánd a strongly
protected market (with imports about only 1% of cOflsumption).
Meanwhile, an. example ofa fiscal law which could discriminate
against importers is the wort taxation method for' beer. Five EC
countries levy excise taxes on beer prior to fermentation, less a set
wastage allowance. Excise taxes for imports into thtise countries is
levied on the final product. If a domestic producer cart routinely beat
the pre-set wastage factor, it may derive a cost advantage compared
to an iinporter.
.

Labelling laws Differing practice here is a hallmark of EC
countries, partly reflecting misapplication of Community 'legislation.
Spain, for example, insists on labelling including health registràtion
numbers

-

a requirement

inconsistent

with ,EC rulesl.

Barriers such as these are not only extensive but, according to the
report, they have two other worrying. cl1aracteristics. They appear to
be on the increase and fire difficult to eliminate once in place. And
they often demonstrate a high degree of inventiveness and on
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occasion an uncanny sense of commercial timing on the part of their
national authors. For instance:
Recycling laws in Denmark In 1977, the Danish government
enacted decree 136 which banned the imports of soft drinks in nonrefillable containers. Three years later the European Commission
ruled against it, saying it violated the Rome Treaty's provisions on
free intra-EC trade (Article 30). The government promptly replaced
it with decree 397,. which banned the sale of soft drinks and beer in
non-refillable bottles, imported or domestic. While on the surface
this appeared non-discriminatory, the fact is that the transportation
costs of two-way bottles makes them impractical over about 200km
a distance easily exceeded when exporting to Denmark. Denmark
has both the highest level of beer consumption per capita in Europe
after Germany and a negligible level of imports as a percentage of
consumption.

-

Health registration in Spain Health registration for food products in
Spain was implemented at about the time of its accession to the
Community. The result is that trade with Spain became more
difficult from elsewhere in the EC after its accession than before. As
one ECexporter put it, 'our products were readily acceptable by the
Spanish govenment up until the time Spain joined the EC. Now we
have to go through the registration procedure'.
Direct and indirect costs
The costs ascribable to the fragmentation of the Community market
reflect two types of effect: direct and indireçt. Direct effects (eg.
reduction in labelling, packaging .ànd ingredient costs resulting
directly from trade barriers) are likely to' be significant, but not as
great as indirect effects (eg. longer-run improvements in consumer
choice, trade and industrial structure). ,
The bulk of the direct costs, which the report evaluates at Ecu
SOO-1000m, are attributable to just six types of barriers. This
cOl}centration of costs is further underscored by the fact that two
closely linked barriers restrictions on vegetable fat in chocolate and
ice-cream - alone account for over 40% of the total.
Clearly the benefits directly stemming from the removai "of these
costs are sizeable, but even more important are the indirect benefits
essentially improved consumer choice and industrial efficicency. As
in some other sectors (eg. building materials) the longer-term,
dynamic effects possess the greatest potential for economic gains.
Example. of benefits for consumers in a real Community home
market include:

-

-
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Vegetable fat restriction
in chocolate

(All EEC excep~

Beer purity laws
(Germany, Greece)

U.K, IRL, OK)

Vegetable fat
restriction in
ice cream (Germany,
France,
Greece,
Luxembourg)
Other barriers

.

Pasta purity laws
(It~ly, France, Greece)

Plastic containers

in Italy

Chart 7.1

.
.

Saccharimetric
content in Beer
(Italy, Spain, Greece)

Distribution of total benefits in'the foodstuffs sector (?OO-lOOOm
Ecus)
'.

less expensive pasta products in Italy and France;
a'wider range of imported beèrs in Germany,
and lighter beers in
.

Italy and Spain;
.

:

availability of diet soft drinks in France and
Spain.
.
I

[1

Dynamic gains in industrial efficiency should be heralded by the
removal of intra-EC trade barriers. The European food industry,
says the report, will likely undergo restructuring and consolidation.
And none too soon, in view of the US-led global concentration of the
industry which has occurred over the last decade.
The Americans are strongly placed 'to exploit the potential of the
Community market. By contrast to the North American experience,
EC companies operating in the common market do not i'n the
majority of cases have an EC-wide strategy. Only about one in 10
firms do, together with a presence in the largest five Community'
countries. European food companies have by and large remained
nationally focused. If they do not react tQ'the pressures from trade
deregulation by restructur\gg, EC~based food companies may get left
behind.
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Building products
Overview
At first glance, building products hardly seem to be a candidate for
significant intra-Community trade. Many products - bricks, glass,
lime, plaster etc. - are heavy, meaning that transport costs become a
major factor; and indeed there are plenty whose price doubles every
150 km for this reason. Add to this customer requirements which

differ widely from one country to another, apparently reflecting
inherent divergences in national tastes, and the potential for large
international exchange seems restricted.
Yet appearances are misleading. Surprisingly, the EC market for
building products (worth Ecu 110 billion in 1985) already features
extensive trans-border trade, according to the.researçh report which
analysed in particular the situation in France, Germany, Italy, the
United Kingdom and Spain. It found that in these four countries,
even for the heaviest products - cement, glass and other non-metallic
minerals which make up 42% of the total market - exports and
imports together accounted for more than half of consumption.
Import penetration was significant in the markets of all of the four
larger EC countries: 15% in Italy, 20% in Germany, 30% in France
and 50% in the UK.
The potential for still greater cross-border business is currently
pegged back by a range of barriers, above all myriad technical
regulations and certification procedures differing from one EC
country to another. Indeed so-called 'inherent' divergences in
customer requirements may be largely a case of national tastes
determined by national regulations. Costs directly associated with
these and other barriers to trade in building materials are put at Ecu
820m for the Community. For the five largest member states the
additional longer term gain expected 'from EC-wide deregulation - as
industry improves its economies of scale - is estimated at some Ecu
1.7 billion.

I

The barriers: national regulations.and the North/South divide
The picture emerging from the research is one of technical
regulations unevenly spread throughout a Comrimnity which is split,
in this respect, along a North South divide. Countries like Germany
and France possess the most demanding requirements for prospective
importers, while Italy and Spain, for example, have less demanding
regulations. Southern countries often accept foreign technical
standards and regulations. The UK presents something of a special
case. Although British standards are significantly different from
those' used elsewhere in the EC, their use is not mandatory.
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Product standards and certification procedures (the lattet often'
lasting years rather than months) head an impressive list of trade
barriers which also include procurement preferences,' national
requirements for contractors and building regulations.
A striking but not untypical example of the administrative costs
and delays faced by transborder trade is the case of a French
producer of girders which took about five years to obtain the
technical certification needed to sell in Germany. More generally, the
report shows that as many as 70% of the products it analysed face
problems in complying with foreign technical regulations and,
indeed, about 60% do not meet those regulations.
On the basis of the EC-wide survey of the industry conducted by
the research, 85% of companies interviewed identifi~d Germany and
France as the markets where technical certification was most difficult
to pass. In these countries the number of technical regulations is
higher, and their influence on the choices of engineers, architects
and buyers of building materials is greater. Exporters stressed that in
Germany great attention is paid by construction firms; foremen and
consumers to national regulations, with the result thát it is almost
impossible to sell products not meeting their requirements./
Some of the more discriminating technical standards and regulations
relate to interior building materials like electrical 'appliances and
sanitary ware. Constrâints such as mains voltage, plug ~ize and water
pressure represent a serious impediment to their use! Communitywide.

'

"-

CoSt savings
The direct effect of the removal of these trade barriers, which the
White Paper is seeking through a programme for harmonising
essential requirements (eg. stability, fire safety and health), will be a
lowering of the costs borne by European exporters. Harmonization
of technical regulations will reduce the heavy costs' of obtaining
certifications and, to a lesser extent, reductions will'result from the
removal of customs controls. A drop in transport costs (see Chapter
2) would also have a clear knock-on ,effect to the cost of transborder
trade in building materials., Overall, direct savings for the EC
industry should total around Ecu 820m.
Indirect savings, although only attained over a longer time-frame,
are likely to be much more substantial. Estimated at Ecu 1.7 billion
for the five larger EC countries, these will result from' economies of

scale forced on industry by the new,competitive pressures

'-

and

opportunities - of an integrated Euro~aÎ1' market. Research suggests
that the more dynamic q~mpanks will strengthen their international
strategies by increasing their size and rationalizing their marketing
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policies. Production shifts between EC countries will be less
significant, because most' companies will tend to set up subsidiaries
in non-local markets. Firms will face two broad strategic choices
the 'Northern model' with very complicated regulatory requirements
leading to use of sophisticated materials; or the less sophisticated
'Southern model'.
A further element to be factored into this general outlook is the
particular problem architects face in operating across EC borders.
This is highlighted in the Table .dealing with barriers to trade in
business services (see Table 6.7 p.48).

-

Textiles & clothing
Overview
The medicine of EC market integration has been administered to
firms in the textile and clothing sector earlier than most. As a result,
the industry presents something of a special case - it being perhaps
the outstanding example of a manufacturing sector which has already
reaped considerable benefits from progress towards home market
conditions in Europe. In consequence, many cost savings and
improvements in industry's economies of scale have already been
achieved, and remaining trade barriers are of relatively small
importance to Community producers. Nevertheless, further gains are
achievable both for manufacturers' costs and for consumer prices.
Tpe last two decades have been marked by major restructuring in
the textiles and clothing sector in the Community and world-wide.
There have been three main causes: a sustained surge in exports
from the developing countries; a slowdown in consumption' in the
industrialized countries; and the increasing impact of European
market integration. Restructuring has been favoured by EC trade
measures the partial effect of which has been to keep Community
prices above world levels. EC production of textiles and clothing,
whose value added in 1985 was Ecu 54 billion, stopped rising in the
mid-1970s. In the decade up to 1985 a million jobs were lost in the
then ten EC member states, leaving sectoral employment at around
2.5 million, but still around 10% of the total for manufacturing.
As EC industrial restructuringha'~ proceeded, companies have in
many cases developed the flexibility needed to respond successfully
to these pressures. In addition to marked advances in technological
innovation, industry organization itself has become more flexible,
mirroring in part the Italian model of dispersed manufacturing units
balanced by centralized marketing structures. Another salient feature
is the sharply increased use of sub-contracting.
ParaJleling these developments, intra-EC trade had by and large
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grown to high levels by 1985. For textiles; where Germany is the
intra-EC export leader, it was about a quarter of total Community
consumption. For man-made fibres, a highly integrated sector whose
. export leader is the UK, almost half of EC consumption was met by
intra-Community trade. But it is a different story for the clothing
sub-sector, where cross-frontier trade is only half the level achieved
for textiles. Labour-intensive, clothing production has shifted in part.
to low-wage developing countries. Intra-EC trade is led by the Italian
industry. By and large trade in textiles and clothing continuesto be
restricted by a' system of import quotas distributed between
individualEC countries.
Further cost effects of removing residual barriers
These national quotas (granted under Article 115 of the Rome
Treaty) necessitate border controls, have a segmenting effect on the'
common market, and are clearly incompatible with 'the aim of
complete elimination of intra-Community frontiers by 1992~ Be that
as it may, most producers interviewed for the research find few
problems living with residual barriers, eg. labelling requirements,
country of origin problems, differing VAT rates, time lost at border
crossings. For dynamic companies, selling on the domestic market or
abroad makes little difference. Indeed, one Italian firm said it had
greater problems selling to southern Italy than to, Germany or
France. The prevailing picture, at least from industry's standpoint,
is that integration of the Community market is near completion.
As a result, the removal of the remaining trade barriers is only
likely to have marginal effects on intra-EC trade flows. Ensuing
direct cost reductions, it is estimated, might be around b.2% of unit
costs. A further saving óf about 0.5% might be ascribable to.
additional economies of scale beyond those already attained. But
there is limited

potential

for this

-

in the textiles

sector because

of

the existing degree of specialization, and for clothing because
production does not lend itself easily to mechanization and
automation. Gains yet to be realized lie more with marketing than
with output.
Outlook for consumerpriees
For textiles and man-made fibres, in which price competltlOn is
already fierce, further cost reductions may nevertheless be expected
to run through to consumer prices.
The story is different for clothing, which is a sector characterized
by highly differentiated products and where price is not necessarily
the main factor' affectirw consumer' behaviour. Indeed priCe
differences, which in part reflect sharply differing consumer tastes
.

.
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between EC countries, can be as much as 200% for some articles.
Some businessmen contacted said they set prices. for the EC in a
discretionary range of about 10% of the net final price.
.

Factors like this make it difficult to assess the effect on consumer

priees of any reductions in production costs pursuant to removal of
trade barriers. It is quite conceivable,. for example, that reduction in
production prices might be absorbed to an extent by the retail
system, where mark-ups üften accüunt für müre than half of the final
consumer pnce.
Pharmaceuticals
Overview
The pharmaceuticals sector presents sümething of a special case, its
products being irretrievably linked to the sensitive issue of human
health. For cünsumers, strict contrül on drug safety and quality is
imperative. This is a cüncern für the public authürities who are also
directly involved because they foot around 50% on average of the
pharmaceutical bill. Industry, on the other hand, has to finance
increasingly heavy investments, mainly in R&D, the return ün which.
is neither short-term nor sure.
This mingling of public and private interests makes the pharma-

ceuticals market highly characteristic

-'-

üne in which typically the

final consumer does not pay for the product, in which the prüducer
is not free to fix his product price, and in which government is
simultaneously the principal paying agent and price controller.
Needless to. say, the sector is highly regulated, with two areas of
regulation - the market registration procedure for new products, and
price controls - being the most important from the standpoint of the

Europe~~ market.
The time and funding requirements for pharmaceutical research
are becoming steadily greater, and not just because of the efforts
needed to get new drugs admitted to differing national markets and
of the costs created by the potential for discrimination in pricing
procedures (see below). The chief cause is that traditional medical
research is reaching its limits, and its successor, the commercial
exploitation

of biotechnologies,

is in -expensive

infancy.

Only the

largest of firms can make the estimated Ecu 75m outlay needed to
bring each new chemical entity (NCE) to the market, after 8-12 years
of testing and evaluation.
Faced with these facts, EC policy is seeking to build a framework
which discourages government favours for local producers and
stimulates the industry's R&D efforts by freer competition. The
opportunities created by this will be for EC governments and
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companies to seize, otherwise the main gains of market integration
. will be for extra~EC firms. With the maintenance of high levels of
public health in the EC linked significantly to activities of the
Community's own pharmaceuticals industry, it may not be in the
interests of EC patients to become unduly dependent on research
conducted outside the Community.

I.

Registration procedures biggestfocus for cost savings
Admission of new products to national markets is subject to.
registration procedures to ensure that a drug is safe, effective and of
adequate quality before it is put on sale.
..
.
Despite action by the Community, considerable problemsstillface'
companies as a result of lengthy' and differin,g drug registration.
procedures between EC countries. Over the last two decades, EC"
initiatives

have led to the convergence

of the requirements

made by

national regulatory authorities. As a result there are few differences
in technical standards (eg. all EC countries accept test evidence
obtained elsewhere in the Community), and a uniform 120-day
decision has been agreed.
In practice, however, the story is different. There remain
.substantial differences between countries - eg. varying methods of
evaluating evidence, and, above aU considerable delays iQ processing
applications. Currently only Franée approaches the 120-dar limit for
drug registration procedures. Germany and the UK táke about two
years, and Italy and Spain three or more. A single European
registration agency could be considered as á way of èasing the
present situation by helping to overcome differences in national
practice. Industry is concerned that such a structure might be too
burdensome. The key issue remains the speed of registration, which
should be improved.
Delays in registration trigger a range of costs. Losses in revenues
suffered by companies forced to wait over the agreed 120-day limit
are estimated at between Ecu 100-175m. Working capital tied up by
such delays is calculated at" a further Ecu 20-28m. Multiple
registration is an additional problem and, based on the extra staff
employed by the major companies to handle it, is estimated at Ecu
40-55m. Adding these items up, the total cost of non-Europe due to
differences in registration practices lies in a spread of 0.5%-0.8% of
EC industry costs.

).

Pricing procedures
. All EC countries have measures to co,ptrol public expenditure
on
pharmaceuticals.
These measures, differing from one country to the
other, involve controls bMh on. prices for new. products
and on
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changes in prices of drugs already on the market, as well as on their
reimbursement by social. security systems.
Research has thrown up definite evidence that these national
pricing systems may operate with discriminatory bias. Prices and
profit margins in several member states depend on the scale and
nature of a company's local activities. Local performance requirements
of this sort clearly operate in favour of the domestic manufacturer,
while involving the foreign firm in excessive decentralisation of key
functions. Drug production, being essentially a two-phase process,
involves manufacture of so-called active ingredients' at a limited
number of sites, and then thè conversion of these into dosage form,
frequently in a variety of sites. Decentralizationof this latter process is,
according to the research; often a result of pressure exerted by host
governments during price negotiations. Bowing to such pressures can
mean sacrificing economies of scale.
To discourage this distorted use of national pricing systems, the
Commission has opted for a gradualist approach. The draft Community
directive on price. controls, proposed in 1986, seeks to give the
manufacturer greater certainty on how national pricing systems operate
by requiring them to be more transparent.
The research. considers some alternative scenarios, which might
develop in the wake of the transparency directive, based on different
degrees of concéntration realized in response to an easing of
local performance requirements. Although necessarily tentative, they
suggest the potential for savings in operating costs which the directive
might produce. If prices remained 'unchanged, the firm's operating
surplus might be increased by between 7% and 14%. Alternatively, if
passed on in their entirety to the consumer, the result could be to
reduce expenditure on pharmaceuticals by between 1.3% and 2.4% on
average.

..

Outlook
By and large, the research tends to support the view that Community
legislation aimed at further freeing of the European pharmaceuticals
market could release considerable resources. These could be used to
increase company margins, thus improving the capacity of firms to
innovate, and to reduce drug prices, thus reducing public expenditure.
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